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ABSTRACT 
                                                                              
Semantic Attention: Effects of Modality, Lexicality and Semantic Content
by
David Britton
advisor: Robert Melara, Ph. D.
Since the discovery of the Stroop Effect in 1935 questions about  the role of language vs. 
non-lexical stimuli in selective attention remain. Early researchers attributed the powerful 
distracting influence shown in the Stroop task, naming the color in which a spelled word is 
printed when incongruent with the color name the word spells, to an automaticity of language 
that gives it privileged access to meaning, but many others since have shown various ways to 
reduce or even reverse this distracting effect of an incongruent word. This study addresses this 
by using EEG to record neural activity along with reaction time and accuracy in a temporal 
flanker selective attention paradigm that uses all combinations of visual and auditory modalities 
with word and non-word lexicality as both flanking distractors and as targets, manipulating 
attention using semantically congruent and incongruent trials, thus controlling for the effects of 
modality, lexicality and semantic congruence on the selective attention task of ignoring the 
flankers and discriminating the target. We found that in addition to strong main effects of each of
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these factors, many complex two and three-way interaction effects shifted the effects of each 
factor depending on the levels of the other factors.  We confirmed that the condition of semantic 
incongruence disrupts attention, shown by reduced performance accuracy and indexed by 
stronger peak of the N2 ERP between 250 and 310 ms after the target stimulus presentation. We 
found no support for the hypothesis that words have privileged automaticity, since stimulus 
lexicality, whether the distractor or target was a word or non-word, did not have a significant 
main effect on response accuracy. We found that the sensory modality of the distracting and 
target stimuli , whether auditory or visual, had complex interactions with their word or non-word
lexicality that influenced the disrupting effects of semantic incongruence on attention. We  
propose a model based on 2 well-established frameworks in the neuroscience of attention, that of
multiple networks governing 3 stages of attention processing, and parallel multi-modal sensory 
processing being bottlenecked by sequential language processing, to interpret these interacting 
effects on attention.
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Background
Semantic attention, paying attention to what things mean, involves using attentional 
resources for object identification and categorization, interpreting the significance of stimuli in 
the environment, arriving at conceptual coherence and organization, and ultimately creating 
meaning from disparate sensory inputs and stored memories, and is generally expressed with 
language (Binder 2009). This is an important, in some respects a defining, human competency, 
understanding  of which may cast light on underlying processing involved with attention 
disorders such as ADHD, and dyslexia, which are frequently comorbid in individuals (Shaywitz, 
2008). Semantic attentional mechanisms play a causal role in reading difficulties related to 
dyslexia with auditory-phonological and visual-orthographic processing speed asynchronies  a 
potential factor. (Breznitz, 2002; Penolazzi, 2007). Semantic processing requires accessing 
abstract, conceptual semantic memory, distinct from episodic memory (Binder, 2009) and occurs 
strongly in both visual and auditory modalities. Semantic processing is intimately related to 
language, and most studies of semantic attention have focused on words. 
     Language has both auditory (spoken) and visual (written) forms, creating a role for 
sensory modality to influence semantic attention, and semantically meaningful but non-linguistic
environmental sights and sounds likewise cross sensory modalities. Behavioral studies have 
examined semantic priming effects with written words priming responses to words (e.g., Raposo 
et al, 2006; Franklin et al, 2007),  pictures, (e.g., Lee & Williams, 1997), sounds (e.g., Sabri et al,
2008) in some cases using cross-modal paradigms (e.g., Simons, 2003) . However, to the best of 
our knowledge no studies have examined or sought to dissociate the separate effects of language 
and sensory modality on semantic processing. This dissociation is an important goal of this 
study.
 Many fMRI studies have identified neurophysiological regions involved during semantic
processing (Binder, 2008) and EEG studies have identified various ERP components associated 
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with stages of semantic processing (Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Dien, 2009). Nevertheless, 
competing theories offer conflicting interpretations of many of the sometimes contradictory 
experimental findings, and no central or overarching theory of semantic processing has reached 
generally accepted widespread consensus (Dien, 2009). 
The Stroop Effect: Early cognitive studies of semantic attention probed the “Stroop 
effect” (Stroop 1935), in which the lexical meaning of a printed color-name word interferes with 
the task of reporting the color in which the word is printed with responses to incongruent word-
color pairs (e.g. the word “RED” printed in the color blue) significantly slower than to congruent
pairs, leading some researchers since at least 1886 to theorize that language was processed faster 
or more automatically than color recognition (Cattell, 1886; Macleod, 1991). Subsequent 
researchers sought to elucidate the cognitive processing mechanisms underlying this lexical 
interference effect with alternative paradigms (for an extensive review see Macleod, 1991), in 
some cases eliminating the effect by varying stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) (Glaser and 
Glaser, 1989),  attempting to produce reverse effects by changing response modality from verbal 
to color-pointing (Durgin, 2003) and providing extensive training to offset automaticity (Dunbar 
& Macleod, 1984; Brown, 1915; Stroop, 1935) and demonstrating the equivalent effect in the 
auditory modality (Hamers ,1972; McClain, 1983). Overall, the lexical interference effect proves
robust and powerful, (but see Melara & Algom, 2003) yet remains controversial as to its 
explanation. 
Response context, particularly the modality and perceptual attributes of the required 
response, has been identified as a key element of the Stroop effect, particularly when the 
response involves a perceptual dimension that conflicts with those of the stimuli (Cohen et al, 
1990; Melara & Algom, 2003;  Van Veen & Carter, 2005). When the observer does not respond 
lexically, the Stroop effect's lexical interference is diminished: when the response to the colored 
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word is a keypress the effect is weakened considerably although it does not disappear ( Macleod, 
1991), and when the response is to move a mouse over a patch of color it even reverses so 
responding to the print color is faster than responding to the lexical content of the color word 
(Durgin, 2003). The congruence of the modality of the response with respect to the modality of 
the stimulus enhances or undermines the lexical interference effect. The Stroop stimulus is both 
lexical (the printed word) and non-lexical (the color of the ink), and the task requires semantic 
attention to the non-lexical dimension. When the response is non-lexical (e.g., a mouse 
movement), particularly if it involves the same modality as the non-lexical element (Durgin, 
2003), lexical interference is reduced or eliminated. There is an apparent effect of modality, but it
is unclear if it is directly facilitative in itself or simply supported because the response no longer 
requires lexical retrieval. Investigating lexical interference in the auditory modality, McClain 
presented the spoken words “high” and “low” said in  either a high or low pitch, varying pitch 
and semantic content to be congruent or incongruent, while the task was varied between 
identifying the pitch or the word (McClain, 1983) . Subjects responses were varied among 
verbal, button press, and humming the pitch. This study reported interference only when the 
response mode differed from the attended modality (pitch-verbal, pitch-button, word-hum) and 
not when the stimulus and response modes were congruent (word-verbal, word-button, pitch-
hum). Stimulus-response modality congruence seems to be a crucial factor, yet in the one 
response modality that was neutral (neither word nor pitch), the button press, lexical interference 
showed up: the word interfered with reporting the pitch via button press, but the pitch did not 
interfere with reporting the word. The relative influences of lexical status and modality and their 
relationships with semantic content and congruence remain unclear.
Conceptual Short Term Memory (CSTM) and the lexicon: In semantic attention 
processes, although the semantic meaning remains constant, the modality of the stimulus that 
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carries semantic meaning can vary, suggesting the existence of a conceptual short term memory 
storage and retrieval system (CSTM) (Potter, 1993) distinct from modality-specific iconic short 
term visual memory or the phonological loop of echoic auditory short term memory. Potter 
presents demonstrations of CSTM in conceptual priming effects. In one study using a rapid serial
visual presentation (RSVP) picture recall task (Potter, 2004) observers  were presented with a 
rapid series of brief images and then shown a target image and asked if it was in the sequence. 
When the target image was different but showed a conceptually identical scenario or setting as 
one of the sequence images (e.g. a  family at dinner), it was likely to be wrongly identified as 
having been seen before, illustrating the impact of short term conceptual recall. Potter used 
RSVP with letter and digit sequences, to establish the existence of an “attentional blink” 
phenomenon for semantic information, in which a second target will often be missed (the 
attentional blink) if presented within 500 ms of the first target (Potter, 2005). In the auditory 
modality Potter likewise found that spoken word recall accuracy is very much higher in a string 
of up to 14 words presented in a meaningful sentence vs. a random sequence  (Potter, 1999), 
again illustrating the presence of conceptual short term memory involved in understanding the 
meaning of the sentence, which assisted the word recall task. Supporting this functional 
cognitive evidence of distinct semantic memory, neurophysiological findings have demonstrated 
that semantic processing converges from sensory association cortex areas to distinct cortical 
areas specializing in semantic processing (Spitsyna et al, 2006; Binder et al, 2008; Sabri et al, 
2008), although no neuroimaging studies to our knowledge have specifically investigated 
conceptual short term (as opposed to long term) memory.
FMRI evidence does support the existence of functional anatomical brain areas involved 
in specifically lexical processing. Recent studies provide evidence that Broca's area is 
anatomically more complex than previously believed, containing language-specific functions 
activated during speech production, both actual and imagined. (Amunts, 2010; Hickok, 2011) 
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Another study identified concept processing- specific areas in the anterior temporal lobe. 
(Lambon,2010) The existence of such areas could support  an anatomical basis for CSTM, as 
well as for a word-specific lexicon, although the poor temporal resolution of fMRI leaves the 
actual processing mechanisms undisclosed.
Semantic Attention Task Paradigms: Studies involving semantic attention often include
memory tasks in which the semantic content of a stimulus must be held in memory to answer a 
recall or comparison question.  Tasks used to test semantic attention include same-different 
comparisons (is the second the same as the first?) target-present (show target then sequence,  or 
show sequence then target; was the target included?), select the match (show target, then show 
several; pick target), identify the feature (e.g., color of print or meaning of written word) and 
spoken sentences with varying final words. These paradigms have been used to study semantic 
priming (Dehaene et al, 2003; Noppenny et al, 2007), repetition priming (Raposo et al, 2006), 
semantic interference (Macleod, 1991), semantic memory (Potter, 2004), semantic categorization
(Schendan et al, 2009), semantic recognition (van den Brink & Hagoort, 2001), semantic conflict
(van Veen et al, 2005; Stroop, 1935), and semantic processing (Frederici, 2002). 
The limitation of the typical two-stimulus paradigm is that it only permits EEG analysis 
of evoked responses to the target stimulus. This is addressed with a three-stimulus paradigm, in 
which each trial effectively invokes comparisons between both word and non-word lexical status,
and auditory and visual modality.  Sandwiching the target stimulus between two flanking 
distractors creates a condition in which the evoked response to the distractor can be examined 
independently from the response to the target stimulus, with respect to both lexical status and 
modality under conditions of both semantic congruity and incongruity.
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Cross-Modal Effects: Most semantic studies have been conducted within a single 
sensory modality, most frequently visual. Even when the phonological aspect of word processing
is being considered, often the stimuli are solely visual, and the phonological component is 
attributed to mental reading (e.g., Grainger et al, 2006). Among the studies which have examined
cross-modal visual-auditory semantic processing, most compare spoken to written words. One 
study which used pictures to prime responses to spoken words (Noppenny et al, 2007) found 
fMRI evidence that prior exposure to visual information influences both speech and sound 
recognition neural processes. Buchsbaum and D'Esposito (2009) in a short term memory task 
using sequences of visual (Vis) and auditory (Aud) versions of words in which the task was to 
identify words that had previously been presented, likewise found behavioral evidence that 
same-modality recognition was faster and more accurate for longer lags (number of intervening 
stimuli) than cross-modality recognition; Aud-Aud was the most accurate while Vis-Aud was 
least accurate, as lag increased. Vis probes were responded to faster regardless of the modality of
the prior encoding stimulus, although Aud probes had faster response to Aud encoding than to 
Vis. The fMRI evidence showed distinct differences in the processing of the two modalities  in 
terms of repetition supression versus repetition reactivation or enhancement. That is, both 
behavioral and fMRI results demonstrated that modality incongruence has a cost, while modality 
congruence can have a  priming (rather than supressing) effect for lexical stimuli.  An EEG 
priming study used visually masked primes preceding either auditory or visual targets 
(Kiyonaga,2007), finding a weaker N400-like ERP effect in the cross-modal condition, and 
uncovering an N250 component in the same-modality (visual-visual) condition. They did not test
the auditory-auditory same modality condition so no full dissociation of modality was inferred.
Neural Correlates of Semantic Attention: Two competing hypotheses about how 
semantic content is stored in the brain (Barsalou, 2008) are:  1) the amodal hypothesis: semantic
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or conceptual memory is represented in neural structures independent of modality (Tulving, 
1972; Fodor, 1975; Pylyshyn, 1984), and 2) the embodiment hypothesis: conceptual memory is 
embodied in sensory modality-based perceptual symbol systems (Barsalou, 2003). The amodal 
model emerged in the 1960's from the new information theory-influenced paradigm of the brain 
as computer-like, a concept characteristic of functionalist theoreticians, with little empirical 
support (Churchland, 2005). One early behavioral study supporting the amodal position found 
that while naming a drawing takes longer than reading its name, determining its category is 
slightly faster for the drawing than the word. (Potter, 1975). Potter interprets  this result to  
support the theory that while words and images are both associated with ideas, the underlying 
representation of the idea is abstract, in contrast to the position that verbal and perceptual 
representations are distinct. She notes that access to abstract category information should be 
slowed (not be equal or faster as she found) by the translation from sensory perceptual 
representations to abstract categories that is required if the second position is true.  In contrast, 
since the 1980's the embodiment hypothesis has developed increasing support from 
neuroimaging and lesion studies showing distinct modality-specific pathways re-activated by 
conceptual stimuli (e.g., Damasio, 2004).  Barsalou (2003) summarizes numerous behavioral and
social psychology research findings supporting the embodiment hypothesis as the prevailing 
paradigm in current neuroscientific thinking. More recently, however,  fMRI results showed 
evidence that two left-hemisphere regions (pars opercularis, planum polare) encode sub-lexical 
speech at an abstract level (Hasson et al, 2007), so the matter is not entirely settled. Many ERP 
studies of semantic processing assume or explicitly interpret late stages as being modality 
independent (Dien, 2009) or post-modal, without consideration of any further spreading 
activation into modality-specific perceptual representations.
The relationship between lexical content and sensory modality in the process of attending
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to the meaning of environmental stimuli would seem to dictate whichever of these positions is 
more accurate.  If lexical semantic content is separate and amodal, then words have privileged 
access to meaning, perhaps directly through a system such as CSTM, in line with the early 
Stroop theorists but apparently at odds with neuroimaging data. If, on the other hand, the 
semantic meaning of words is embedded in a modality-based perceptual system, then modality 
may have primacy in the processing of meaning, with lexical semantic content carried along in 
the the same processing stream as any non-lexical environmental stimulus. In this system 
discriminability within the carrier modality would govern speed of access to its meaning (Melara
& Algom, 2003) in line with the more recent embodiment hypothesis, although this does not 
provide a theoretical explanation for the strength of lexical inference in Stroop-like tasks. 
ERP Indicators of Early Semantic Processing: To contrast the two competing 
theoretical models we address two questions: Is the modality of a lexical stimulus an important 
contributor to the processing of its semantic content? Does language have privileged access to 
the neural storage and retrieval mechanisms of short term conceptual memory? To address these, 
EEG analysis can provide the temporal resolution needed to examine the time course of semantic
processing (Kutas & Federmeier, 2000), used in conjunction with analysis of behavioral 
responses to varying conditions of modality and lexical status to relate ERP activity to specific 
sequences within combinations of modality and lexical status. 
EEG studies of semantic processing have identified several characteristic ERP patterns. 
The best known one is the N400 (Kutas & Hilyard, 1980; Gomes, 1997; Kutas & Federmeier, 
2000), a negativity peaking from about 350-500 ms after stimulus onset, which is evoked by a 
condition of semantic incongruence, such as when a word is presented which is unexpected or 
does not fit in the context of the sentence, generally when coming at the end of a sentence. The 
N400 may not be relevant to our investigation because we are not presenting coherent sentences 
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that would trigger word expectations, although it is possible that the same-different 
discrimination task might evoke the N400 in the “different” condition. 
This study requires ERP components that can differentiate lexical from non-lexical 
semantic stimuli in both visual and auditory modalities, and that can provide latency information 
on semantic comparisons in CSTM. To fit with our behavioral flanker paradigm the ERP patterns
should enable characterizing each of the three comparisons, with respect to modality priming or 
switching and with respect to lexical status. In the ideal case, we would have an identified ERP 
indexing lexicality, and another that indexes modality congruence (responding to either modality 
priming enhancement or modality switching but not both) in both visual and auditory stimuli. In 
addition, it would be optimal to find ERP components that are known to be responsive to the task
conditions of our flanker paradigm, including same-different comparisons and semantic 
recognition. Recent comprehensive meta-analyses provide insights into both spoken word 
(Hagoort, 2008) and written word (Dien, 2009) ERP components that have been identified in the 
semantic processing research literature.
Written words (Visual-Lexical): The N170 is an ERP title given to a negativity that 
shows between 150 ms and 250 ms (Kiyonaga et al, 2007; Penolazzi et al, 2007; Proverbio & 
Adorni 2009). This relatively brief and normally left-lateralized temporoparietal negative peak 
appears early in the processing of visual stimuli that may be language-relevant, even when they 
turn out to not be semantically or syntactically actually relevant (Proverbio & Adorni, 2009). An 
N170 ERP was first identified in studies of facial recognition (Bentin et al, 1997; Eimer, 2000) as
highly responsive to eyes, and has been associated with right lateralized activity in the posterior 
cortical fusiform face area, but recent studies have broadened the interpretation of this 
component as well as clarifying its topography. Dien et al, (2003) used a refinement of principal 
components analysis, termed parametric PCA, to improve the separation of scalp electrical  
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components and generate more refined scalp topographic mapping of components, enabling them
to identify a left-lateralized negativity occurring before 200 ms emanating from the fusiform 
gyrus with increased amplitude correlated  with increased “wordiness” of semantic stimuli which
they termed the “recognition potential”. In a detailed review of semantic processing Dien (2009) 
attributed this left-lateralized now labeled the N170-PO7 ERP component to reflect sublexical 
processing related to expectancy. The N170 ERP seems to be an early pre-lexical processing 
response that indicates the stimulus has just begun to be directed to language-processing 
subsystems (Proverbio & Adorni, 2009; Hauk, 2006). This early word-recognition component 
has been labeled the N200 by some semantic processing researchers (e.g., van den Brink et al, 
2001; Dien, 2003; van den Brink & Hagoort, 2004) because of its slightly later appearance at 
around 200 ms in their experiments. 
We will use the N170 designation for this 150-250 ms negativity to avoid confusion with 
another N200 ERP that is evoked more frontally and is believed to be the result of  response 
inhibition in the no-go condition in “go / no-go” tasks  (Schiller, 2006).  Grainger and Holcomb 
(2009) also locate a negative going wave starting at 110 ms and peaking at 250 ms, which they 
label the N250, associated with “sub-lexical and phonological representations … mapping letters
onto whole-word form representation.”  Proverbio and Zani (2003) used a same-different 
comparison task to examine  ERP responses to phonologic/graphemic incongruity between short 
word definitions and three-letter “trigrams” (i.e., if these letters were in the word primed by the 
description). They found a negative component at 150-180 ms that had greater amplitude  at 
lateral occipital/posterior temporal sites in response to trigrams that did not match the definition, 
interpreting this as early pre-lexical identification of phonological/graphemic mismatch 
generating activity in the visual word form area of cortex. MEG studies also showed greater 
activity over left inferior occipitotemporal regions  around 150 ms (M170) in response to letter 
strings, not distinguishing among words, pseudowords and consonant strings, showing early 
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response to lexical stimuli  prior to semantic identification or contextualization (Tarkiainen et al, 
1999; Salmelin et al, 1996). 
Dien (2009) however, suggests that the post-stimulus latency range from 150 ms to 250 
ms may include as many as three separate components, all negative-going, that are difficult to 
differentiate: an N170-PO7  peaking between 150-180 ms in the visual word form area (VWFA) 
of the fusiform, indexing bigram analysis (early recognition of separate letters); the N2-P3 
peaking at around 200 ms in the fusiform semantic area, indexing lexical access; and the so-
called RP (recognition potential) peaking around 250 ms in the temporal language formulation 
area and indexing lexical selection and orthographic-phonological mapping. 
Pictures (Visual-Non-lexical): Costa et al, (2009) used a picture naming cumulative 
semantic interference effect paradigm (participants name a set of pictures from intermixed 
semantic categories; the naming latency for a given item correlates highly with the number of 
items from the same semantic category that have been named previously) to measure the time 
course of word retrieval during picture naming, finding a negative peak at 180 ms. In a related 
study Strijkers et al, (2009) concluded that “lexical access during picture naming begins 
approximately 180 ms after picture presentation.” This lexical access ERP latency was robust 
despite considerable differences between the experiments in subjects' reaction time for naming 
the pictures, from 600-700 ms, which is a reaction time consonant with that obtained in our own 
preliminary studies. Indefrey and Levelt (2004) estimate 175ms as the median latency for 
accessing the lexical concept from a visual object. ERP data from Martin-Loeches et al, (2005), 
in which people pictures and people names were compared to object pictures and object names, 
shows a statistically significant, slightly later, longer and less clearly peaked negativity for object
pictures than for object words, appearing at electrode sites PO7 and PO8 in the N170-N250 
range. They refer to this component as the Negative Recognition Potential, or NRP.  
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It seems that arriving at a lexical representation of pictures may take slightly longer than 
for written words, although the latency difference may be so small as to be difficult to discern, 
given the range within which this early component has been identified. A study of visual object 
recognition priming identified the N170 component as responding to feature attributes, and was 
not influenced by semantic priming, while later a frontocentral ERP component beginning 
between 200-299 ms (labelled the N350), seemed to index object selection as it correlated with 
successful object naming, and was responsive to semantic priming (Schendan & Maher, 2009).
Speech (Auditory-Lexical):  An N200 ERP component associated with early lexical 
selection processes (differentiated from the go/no-go N200 ERP by topography) also appears in 
studies of spoken words (van den Brink et al, 2001; van den Brink &  Hagoort, 2004). Hahne and
Freiderici (2002) identifed an “ELAN” (early left anterior negativity), associated specifically 
with speech processing, evoked by syntactic violations.  They examined differences in ERP to 
correct, semantically incorrect, syntactically incorrect and both semantically and syntactically 
incorrect sentences, measuring the ERP at onset of the key word in the sentence that is changed 
to make it incorrect. Their figures 1 and 2  show a consistent pattern of a negative peak around 
200-250 ms in all conditions but this is ignored in their analysis. They focused on the ELAN, 
which is identified by calculating a difference waveform comparing valid to invalid sentences. 
ELAN appeared in response to invalid sentences, but the divergence from valid sentence ERPs 
appeared shortly after the start of the N200, implying this is the point at which lexical 
recognition is beginning. In temporoparietal electrodes CP5 and P3 their graphs show an N200 
clearly peaking at the point when the ELAN diverges.
Sounds (Auditory-Non-lexical):  Speech sounds and non-speech sounds show different 
processing characteristics quite early, as soon as 100 ms in one MEG study comparing responses 
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to single syllables of each, and semantic processing can be distinguished within the first 200 ms 
by the MMN ERP response in the oddball paradigm (Parviainen et al, 2005). Prior to the MMN, 
which reaches peak at about 150 ms after the onset of the oddball stimulus, the auditory cortex 
showed a strong activation at 100 ms, the N100. 
Earlier research results are ambiguous as to whether the N100 is different in strength 
and/or latency for speech vs non-speech sounds, probably due to research questions not requiring
careful matching of acoustic characteristics of the speech and non-speech sounds, thus leaving 
open the question of whether the variability in findings is due to sensitivity to speech sounds or 
due to stimulus acoustic variation (Parviainen et al, 2005). This MEG study focused on the N100
response to carefully constructed vowel and consonant-vowel speech sounds balanced with 
complex non-speech sounds artificially constructed from the speech sounds to consist of the 
same auditory characteristics, and pure tones. The speech sounds produced stronger N100 
responses in left hemisphere than right, while the non-speech sounds were evenly balanced. The 
N100 response to speech was slower by an average of 2-5 ms than for complex non-speech and 
slower by 7-9ms than for tones. 
 A PET study in which subjects named animal sounds compared to a baseline task of 
naming the direction of a tone's pitch change identified left  inferotemporal areas as specifically 
activated in response to animal sounds, and showed behavioral results that naming the animal 
sounds was over a second longer in reaction time than naming pitch change (Tranel et al, 2003). 
The behavioral data support that semantically meaningful sounds  are longer to process, 
presumably due to the time required to make a semantic identification, but while the PET method
provides spatial anatomical information, it has low temporal resolution. Murray et al, (2006) 
examined ERP latencies in an auditory object identification oddball task (living vs. man made 
sounds), finding that environmental object sounds are discriminated as early as 70 ms, with 
effects from 155-257ms related to associating sounds with their semantic representations. Task-
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related effects appeared by 100 ms, indicating that at least some semantic, or at least lexical, 
identification had begun by then. Although this study did not incorporate speech sounds, it is 
worth noting that the environmental sounds used were drawn from the same carefully normed 
sound library from which our sounds were obtained (Marcell et al, 2000). In a later study using 
repetition priming to examine plasticity in responses to environmental sounds, the point of 
divergence between novel and repetition-primed sounds began at 168ms, suggesting that this is 
the point in processing the semantic category of the sound (Murray et al, 2008).
Cross-modal effects: A cross-modal repetition priming study compared visual and 
auditory modalities in language stimuli consisting of written and spoken words, presented in 
prime-target pairs. Pairs of stimuli were presented in which both stimuli represented the same 
word, the two stimuli were unmatched words, and word pairs consisting of an actual word paired
with a pronounceable pseudoword, using each modality as a prime for the other (Holcomb et al, 
2005). When spoken words primed written words, effects began at 100 ms. However, when 
written words primed spoken words, the effects were not until 200 ms. Gomes et al, (1997) 
compared written and spoken groups of noun-verb combinations with respect to N400 effects, 
and found differences in the unsubtracted waveforms between nouns and verbs, but not in the 
subtracted waveforms, indicating both modality-specific and modality independent processes, 
thus separating the effects of modality and lexical processing, and attributed the modality-
specific effects to lexical rather than sensory system processing. A study of dyslexic vs. normal 
responses to lexical and non-lexical stimuli in both auditory and visual modalities presented 
subjects with tones vs. consonants as brief stimuli in the auditory modality, and real words vs. 
pseudowords as longer stimuli in the visual modality; subjects pressed a button in response to 
designated targets (Breznitz & Misra, 2003). The paradigm for this study was similar to that of 
our study in terms of being both cross-modal and cross-lexical, but unfortunately the analysis 
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focused on differences between dyslexics and normals, rather than on lexicality and modality, so 
there are no results reported for EEG differences between words and non-words vs. auditory and 
visual stimuli. Their published graphs are  of too low resolution to interpret any such 
comparisons with respect to ERP components. Behavior data reported for the normal group show
that modality made little difference in RT, but lexical stimuli had  31% faster RT in the auditory 
modality and 14% faster in the visual modality, supporting the idea of lexical processing 
advantage across modalities, at least in the study's specific task context.
Summary: The semantic EEG research indicates that the N170 component (150-250 ms)
may be an effective differentiator of lexical and non-lexical stimuli. In the visual modality, 
written words (Proverbio & Adorni, 2009) and pictures (Costa et al, 2009; Strijkers et al, 2009), 
show a  peak latency difference, with words expected to peak slightly earlier than pictures in the 
neighborhood of 10 ms. In the auditory modality, spoken words  (Parviainen et al, 2005) and 
environmental sounds (Murray et all, 2006) will be differentiable by laterality, with auditory 
evoked potentials (AEP) to spoken words being left lateralized while being more evenly 
balanced to sounds. Speech and sounds may also be differentiated by N170 latency, comparing 
Murray et al, (2006) finding of sound identification effects from 155-257ms,  to van den Brink et
al's, (2001) finding of ERP effects in this ~200 ms time range associated with early speech 
processing, but the temporal range is too wide to be certain.
ERP Indicators of Conceptual Attention and Semantic Comparison: To examine the 
interference effects of flanking distractors on the process of making a semantic concept 
recognition of the target, the N170 ERP is too early. Not until after the stimulus is semantically 
processed and identified can it be compared to the earlier concept being held in CSTM, and the 
comparison processing will add even more time. For this we need ERP components associated 
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with both semantic identification and target-present decisions, or at least ones that respond 
differentially to same-different (target/flanker) stimulus types. Semantic priming research offers 
the N300 as an ERP component of the latter kind. In semantic priming studies, the same-different
relationship is examined without regard to the subject's perception or conscious decision: if the 
two stimuli are the same or similar then the effect of the first will be to change the neuronal 
response to the second, compared to the condition in which they are different. 
Franklin et al, (2007) manipulated semantic association in a visual-lexical semantic 
priming task with respect to lexical status (words vs. non-words) and direction (e.g., prime of 
FRUIT forward primes target FLY, prime BABY is backwards primed by target STORK, CAT 
and MOUSE are symmetrically primed),  and manipulated stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) 
(stimulus duration= 150 ms; short SOA=150 ms, 0 ms ISI; long SOA=500 ms, 350 ms ISI), in 
order to separate the stages involved in semantic priming effects: 1) spreading activation, 2) 
expectancy and 3) semantic matching (stages from Neely and Keefe, 1989 referenced in Franklin
et al, 2007). They report finding a frontal N300 ERP specific to the longer SOA condition (500 
ms) evoked by semantic mismatch, which they interpret to index the “expectancy” stage under 
conditions of categorical and/or semantic similarity priming. We expect to evoke a larger 
amplitude N300 when the stimuli are semantically different, since each stimulus is also 500 ms 
SOA from the previous. This frontal N300 could provide a measure of distraction effect in our 
paradigm. When the flanker is the same as the target, a lower amplitude N300 would indicate 
reduced distractor interference, since the semantic category expectation mismatch of target and 
flanker (that would generate higher amplitude N300) was not detected.  
Further support of the potential utility of the frontal N300 for our study comes from a 
study that used a word and picture comparison to dissociate the N300 ERP component from the
N400 component (Hamm et al, 2002). This study presented words which were either basic 
category matches in which the second stimulus is within the category specified by the first (eg. 
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ANIMAL with a dog picture) or subordinate (specific item) matches (DOG and a dog picture) or 
not a match. They found a significant frontal N300 effect elicited by semantic mismatches at the 
basic level mismatch condition but not at the subordinate level, in this case in a cross-lexical 
comparison, and differentiated it from the later N400 component which was more parietal-
occipital and occurred in both the basic category and the subordinate level mismatch conditions. 
Since all of our concept sets are distinct at the basic category level defined by the first stimulus 
(i.e. none is a subset of any other) the N300 should be evoked by all of our semantic category 
mismatches, and not evoked in our semantic matches. 
Both of these studies are purely visual, but a considerably earlier study compared 
semantic priming in written words vs. spoken words, and found ERP effects common to both 
modalities (Anderson et al, 1998). As in the visual modality in Anderson's (1998) experiment 1 
and in Franklin (2000), higher amplitude negative peaks were evoked in the auditory modality by
semantic mismatch of spoken words in Anderson's 1998 experiment 2. Anderson et al, (1998) 
confined their analysis to the N400 component (Kutas and Hilyard, 1980), but visual inspection 
of ERPs from auditory experiment 2 (Anderson et al, 1998, p. 80) show a clearly evident 
negative-going peak in the 300 ms range, distinct in the frontal electrodes from a slightly later 
one at around 400 ms. It would appear that both visual and auditory modalities react similarly, 
showing higher amplitude of the frontal N300 component in response to semantic category 
mismatch or expectancy violations. 
In a semantic priming study using environmental sounds and written word names as 
primes for each other, the environmental sounds displayed the same latency in ERP effects as the
words, showing a negative-going wave from 200-500 ms in response to semantic mismatches 
(Orgs et al, 2006). This study was limited to only six electrodes, and interpreted the entire 200-
500 period as N400, but it is visually apparent that there are two negative peaks, at 300 and 400 
ms, in the Fz and Cz (most frontal) electrodes (Orgs et al, 2006, p. 269). The findings from these 
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studies collectively support the prospect of finding N300 semantic category expectation 
mismatch components in all combinations of auditory and visual modalities of lexical and non-
lexical stimuli.
Note that the N300 is evoked during conditions of semantic mismatch or incongruence in 
all of the above examples. This links it to the N2 ERP component discussed next, which does the 
same thing, and essentially is probably the same ERP component under different names in 
semantic vs. attention studies.
ERP Indicators of Cognitive Mismatch and Conflict Resolution
The N2 ERP component is a negative-going wave peaking between 200 and 350 ms after 
stimulus onset. A number of EEG attention studies examining evoked responses to novelty,  
mismatch,  cognitive control and motor response monitoring have identified the N2 ERP 
component as a response to stimulus differences that call for attentional orienting or re-orienting,
similarly to what the semantic priming studies described above ascribed to the N300. Varying 
interpretations of what cognitive conditions the N2 ERP indexes have been presented,  e.g. in an 
extensive review of N2 studies by Folstein and Van Pettern (Folstein, 2009), that concludes, 
“Large frontocentral N2s are elicited … when the eliciting stimuli are either targets or cues for 
an upcoming target but comprise a perceptually variable set of items that must be individually 
identified and then classified as belonging to a larger set before their target status or signal value 
can be appreciated.” This condition precisely describes our temporal flanker presentation 
paradigm, in which the target stimulus is one of four possible versions of the same semantic 
meaning, which must be identified and compared to a semantic target template to determine 
which mouse button to press. Although this template matching is just one of several conditions 
that the review lists as evoking the N2, all of them share the general quality of responding to 
incongruence, mismatch, conflict or novelty requiring focal attention to resolve.
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A study using variations of the Stroop effect to assess EEG and fMRI responses (Van 
Veen and Carter, 2002) addresses the question of whether the N2 ERP, which their fMRI results 
identify as derived from rostral anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), is a response to conditions 
needing attention to motor response control, showing in the error-related negativity (ERN) ERP 
between 350 and 500 ms post stimulus, or to conditions requiring conflict resolution prior to 
motor activity decision processing, that evoke an N2 negative wave between 250 and 350 ms. 
They resolve the question in favor of the N2 ERP from the ACC being a response to conflict 
rather than control, by separating response incongruence from stimulus incongruence. 
Botvinick addresses the role of the ACC and the N2 ERP component also, noting that the 
two functions of conflict response and cognitive control can be differentiated in the ACC by the 
presence of the N2 ERP component that appears earlier, prior to the response,  in conflict 
conditions such as our flanker task semantic incongruence condition, and the later error-related 
negativity (ERN component) that appears after the response (Botvinick, 2004). He proposes the 
conflict and control responses generated in ACC ERP components can be usefully integrated into
a single model of the role of ACC in reinforcement learning (Botvinick, 2007). 
Our paradigm can therefore be expected to evoke a stronger EEG response in anterior 
medial electrodes over the ACC during the earlier period, between 250 and 350 ms. post target 
stimulus, in response to incongruent targets.  Since this is a Stroop effect based attention study, 
despite its use of semantic content as the target of attention, we elect to use the attention studies’ 
N2  name for the mediofrontal ERP component  at 250 – 350 ms, rather than the semantic 
studies’  N300, and we distinguish it from the semantic studies’ lateralized N2 (also called N200)
that occurs at 200 ms post stimulus. Our specific epoch for analysis is the period from 250 to 310
ms post target stimulus, during which we find significant differentiation between the congruent 
and incongruent trials in our results.
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Introduction
We investigated brain activity and behavioral responses associated with attending to 
semantically meaningful stimuli, focusing on the phenomenon of semantic interference, i.e. the 
Stroop Effect, in which the semantic content of words can interfere with tasks involving attention
to recognizing, holding in memory, retrieving and comparing word and non-word semantically 
meaningful stimuli. We examined this in both auditory and visual sensory modalities, since many
psycholinguistic studies exist that have done one or the other with sometimes conflicting results, 
possibly due to differences in language processing of spoken and written words (Dien, 2009). To 
hold all these factors constant we assessed the role of sensory modality, both in itself and in 
interaction with the lexical status (word or non-word) of attended focal stimuli and unattended 
distractor stimuli, in same-modality and cross-modal stimulus relationships, contrasting 
semantically congruent and incongruent stimuli, while recording both accuracy and reaction time
(RT) behavioral measures and EEG measures of brain activity.
Our study addresses 3 testable hypotheses, and since the third is necessarily incomplete 
we also incorporated an exploratory post hoc analysis of our data to address further questions. 
Briefly, the first hypothesis is that incongruence will produce attention disruption that negatively 
affects task performance and is indexed by the N2 ERP component (supported by our data); the 
second is that words have privileged access to semantic meaning (not supported); the third is that
sensory modality and lexicality of the distractor and target will interact to modify the basic 
attention disrupting effect of semantic incongruence. We found as expected, that the interaction 
effects modulated how semantic incongruence disrupted attention, so we continued on to use our 
findings to propose a model to explain how and why the discovered interactions might work.
We conducted a single experimental EEG data collection process with 32 participants (all 
City College students recruited through the Psychology Dept. subject pool, 17 female) who were 
presented with sequences of auditory and/or visual stimuli consisting of  combinations of word 
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or non-word lexicality and auditory or visual modality, comprised of 11 normed and pilot-tested 
sets of pictures, sounds, spelled and spoken words in which each set had the same semantic 
content, presented in a temporal flanker paradigm of a distractor followed by the target followed 
by the same distractor.  The participants responded to the target's semantic content with a timed 
left or right mouse click. This generated a large data set of EEG and behavioral results.
We found that our behavioral data exhibited the same apparently contradictory effects as 
those found between contrasting studies in the single modality psycholinguistics literature. In 
particular, examining word or non-word lexicality,  auditory or visual modality and same or 
different semantic content of the flanker and target,  the distracting flankers' and targets' 
lexicality, modality and semantic content each changed the effects of the others with respect to 
accuracy and RT, in a mutually interactive “rock-paper-scissors” pattern that suggests a complex 
dynamical system at work. We found a number of interactions in which the effect of one feature, 
e.g. whether the stimulus was auditory or visual, reversed the effect of another feature such as 
semantic congruence, or as another example, whether the flanker and target stimuli are 
semantically congruent reverses the effect of whether they are words or non-words. 
To answer why three features so seemingly unrelated could have such dramatic effects on
each other we reviewed recent electrophysiological research in cross-modal priming (Grisoni, 
2016), early lexical processing (Dien, 2013; Kim, 2012) and semantic recognition (Binder,2009; 
Klimesch,2011, Sirri, 2015), identifying in particular increasing acceptance of the embodied 
perception theory (Grisoni, 2016) and the recognition of parallel neural processing pathways 
underlying lexical decoding and semantic recognition (Dien, 2003).  The parallel pathways 
recognition is also supported in the generally accepted 3 stage attention processing model, in 
which three distinct neural networks are identified as participating in 3 stages of attention 
processing: alerting, orienting and executive processing (Posner, 2014), suggesting that 
interference with attention can come at several points, potentially in parallel. With respect to 
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lexical processing we noted that language processing is distinct in that it exhibits a sequential 
processing bottleneck that can block other parallel processing, analogous to the “attentional 
blink” phenomenon (Vagharchakian, 2012; Marti, 2012). 
We focused on the specific phenomenon of attention disruption arising from semantic 
incongruence. To investigate it we used ANOVA tests to find significant relationships among the 
factors that influenced the effect of semantic incongruence. We confirmed that our experimental 
manipulation of the condition of semantic incongruence was a valid producer of attention 
disruption (our first hypothesis), and we confirmed that stimulus lexicality and stimulus modality
did interact to change how semantic incongruence disrupted attention (our third hypothesis). By 
examining the patterns of interactions ex post facto, we could infer a plausible model explaining 
our results based on a combination of the parallel sensory processing with sequential language 
bottleneck model of Dehaene, et all described in (Vagharchakian, 2012) and (Marti, Sigman and 
Dehaene, 2012), and the Posner, et al 3-stage attention network model (Peterson and Posner, 
2012). 
The EEG data that we focused on was the period from 250 to 310 ms post target stimulus,
when the earliest cortical response to the condition of semantic incongruence could be expected. 
The negative-going evoked response potential reported in Franklin et al, (2007) as “N300” in 
response to semantic incongruence, corresponds to the N2 (second major negative-going) peak 
studied in the attention literature (Folstein, 2009), which is how we refer to it to in here. 
Methods
Behavioral set-up: The subjects were seated at a table in a sound-protected room, 
approximately 60 cm in front of a 21” screen LCD video display monitor running at 85 Hz with 
2 ms gray-to-gray response, presenting a VGA 2048 x 764 display from a PC. The written word 
and picture stimuli appear within the center 50% of the screen, subtending overall visual angles 
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of  approximately 25°. Subjects input their responses by pressing the left or right mouse buttons. 
Sound was provided through Sennheiser headphones with the volume at 60 dB(A) SPL. The 
display presentation and mouse input were controlled and processed with Psychopy stimulus 
presentation software (Pierce, 2009).  The duration of the experiment was approximately one 
hour, during which the subject responded to 1280 trials in 64 blocks of 20.
EEG recording and preprocessing:  Continuous electroencephalographic (EEG) data 
from 128 channels was recorded during the task, filtered over the range 0–80 Hz to reduce noise 
at frequencies above those biologically relevant, and digitized at a rate of 512 Hz using the 
Advance Neural Technologies (ANT) system with the Duke WaveGuard electrode placement 
montage. EEG data was acquired as a continuous stream with the ANT software running under 
Windows 7.  EEG data was processed using the FieldTrip open source Matlab package. EEG 
data was initially segmented from a continuous stream into individual trials and baseline 
corrected. Artifact rejection criteria of ± 100 µv was used at all scalp sites to reject trials with 
excessive noise, and trials with ranges exceeding 4 standard deviations were excluded from 
processing. 
Broadband ERP analysis:  To obtain evoked potentials in response to the stimuli, the 
EEG signals were averaged over time-locked epochs from -100 ms pre-stimulus to 500 ms. post-
stimulus onset. ERP component peaks and latencies were identified and analyzed using the the 
Field Trip toolbox Matlab package.  During the stimulus presentation of each trial the SOA 
between the three stimuli was varied by a random amount from 1 to 10 ms, to filter out 
overlapping EEG response regularities due to the preceding stimulus. (See Data Analysis for 
more detail.)
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The stimuli: The stimuli consisted of 11 sets of four stimuli, a picture, a characteristic 
sound, a spelled word and a spoken word. The 11 sets conveyed the concepts BABY, BELL, 
BIRD, BURP,  DOG, DRUM, KNOCK, LAUGH, PHONE, TRAIN, and WATER. The pictures 
were selected from public domain images on the Internet and converted to gray-scale, with 
approximately equal overall luminance. The sounds were taken from a standardized library of 
environmental sounds (Marcel, 2002) pretested to select the most readily identifiable ones. The 
spelled words were displayed as block letters black on white in the center of the screen. The 
spoken words were recorded by a native English speaker and processed to be compressed to 300 
ms to be of identical duration and to mask the vocal characteristics of the speaker. 
Stimulus presentation sequence: Stimuli were presented in blocks, each containing a set
of individual trials, all of which were of the same type within a block.  At the beginning of each 
block two semantic concepts were selected at random from the 11 concepts, and the participant 
was instructed on the screen to respond to these targets by pressing a left or right mouse, each 
concept being assigned to one of the buttons. In each experiment the participant's task was to 
press the left or right button to identify which concept was presented as the target.
RT feedback was provided after each block and the subject reminded to respond as 
quickly as possible while remaining accurate. After each trial a correct/incorrect cue was 
presented to support maintaining accuracy. A pause between blocks was provided, after which  
the next block started when the subject pressed a key to begin. Subjects  received a training 
presentation sequence prior to the start of the trials to ensure familiarity with all stimuli.
The stimuli were presented in 4 types of trials. The stimulus modalities are shown below 
as A (auditory) and V (visual). The lexical status is indicated as L (lexical, a word) or N (a non-
word). The four stimulus types are identified as pic  (picture, which is VN), snd (sound, AN), spk
(spoken word, AL) and wrd (spelled word, VL).
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• Block type 1:  Auditory baseline, all distractors are identical: either AL or AN, with the 
same concept. The targets are randomly varied between AL and AN, so modality is kept 
congruent, but lexical status is randomly varied between congruent and incongruent  (spk 
vs. snd). In randomly assigned 50% of the baseline blocks the distractor is not one of two 
possible targets.
• Block type 2:  Visual baseline, all distractors are identical: either VL or VN, with the 
same concept. The targets are randomly varied between VL and VN, so modality is kept 
congruent, but lexical status is randomly varied between congruent and incongruent (wrd 
vs. pic). In randomly assigned 50% of the baseline blocks the distractor is not one of two 
possible targets.
• Block type 3: Auditory filtering condition, both distractors and targets were randomly 
varied between AN and AL so modality is kept congruent but lexical status is randomly 
varied between congruent and incongruent, while the distractor is no longer invariant 
(spk vs. snd). In randomly assigned 50% of the trials the distractor concept is not one of 
the two possible assigned targets.
• Block type 4: Visual filtering condition, both distractors and targets were randomly varied
between VN and VL so modality is kept congruent but lexical status is randomly varied 
between congruent and incongruent, while the distractor is no longer invariant (wrd vs. 
pic). In randomly assigned 50% of the trials the distractor concept is not one of the two 
possible assigned targets.
 The blocks were randomized by type. The randomization of target and non-target concepts in the
filtering condition reduces learning effects that make it easier to ignore the distractor, and 
increases the salience of target concepts used as distractors, making them more effective.
Presentation paradigm:  At the start of each block the participant is given two concepts,
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which are assigned to the left and right mouse buttons. In each trial within the block, three 
stimuli are presented sequentially and the subject pressed one of two mouse buttons to indicate 
which concept the second stimulus, the target, means. Each of the two semantic concepts was 
randomly assigned to the target position in 50% of the trials in the block.
Stimuli were presented with SOA of 500 ms (varied randomly by 1 – 10 ms to create 
jitter to reduce artifacts caused by overlapping EEG responses), for the durations of each 
stimulus type determined to be effective in pilot studies (wrd: 50 ms, spk: 300 ms, snd: 400 ms, 
pic: 50 ms) . This produced a varying interstimulus interval (ISI) of 500 ms minus the duration of
the previous stimulus. There was a 500 ms pause between trials unless the participant withdrew 
the mouse from the fixation point to deliberately pause the trials, which would begin again when 
the mouse was re-entered into the fixation area. The subjects received RT and accuracy feedback 
after each block and were encouraged to respond as accurately as possible while maintaining an 
average RT below 1000 ms. 
Preliminary training: The subjects received preliminary training, both in recognizing 
the stimuli, and in performing the target recognition task with each of the 11 stimulus type pairs. 
Data Analysis
The data were collected directly to computer files recorded by the Advanced Neural 
Technologies (ANT) EEG system in the form of two files for each EEG recording session or part
of a session if the recording was interrupted or paused. There were 1,280 trials collected for each 
subject, consisting of 64 blocks of 20 trials per block. Normally the EEG session, which lasted 
about one hour, was paused and split into two approximately equal recordings due to ANT 
system limitations. Each recording produced two data files, one with the continuous EEG voltage
levels recorded from 128 electrode sites at the sampling rate of 512 per second, and the other file
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consisting of a series of text strings containing the event trigger codes, each with its 
corresponding byte offset in the continuous recording, so that the events could be timelocked to 
specific samples.
The event triggers recorded for one trial consisted of  9 code numbers:
1.            'TRIALSTART':31,
2.            target concept, trig code is 135 + concept sequence number (1-11) so 136 - 146
3.            flanker concept, trig code is 135 + conceptseq + 20 so 156 - 166
4.            flanker 1 stim code     # flanker and target stim trigger codes are calculated as 1-24
5.            target stim code     # each stimulus code is for position, modality and lexicality
6.            flanker 2 stim code     #  and baseline or filtering condition 
7.            'LEFTBUTTON':131, # only one button code is sent, 
  or             'RIGHTBUTTON':132, # but it may appear before f2 stim if fast response
8.            'CONGRUENT':133,# only one congruity code is sent
  or             'INCONGRUENT':134
9.            'CORRECT':129, # only one accuracy code is sent
   or            'INCORRECT':130
The ANT system did not distinguish repeated triggers with the same code number, so the coding 
is constructed to ensure that no code number is used twice in a row.
The EEG voltage data was recorded with 24 bit resolution.
The initial data analysis was done with the FieldTrip EEG open source package, which is 
built on the widely used EEGLab package, written in MatLab. We wrote the general processing 
algorithms in MatLab code to call the various functions available in FieldTrip.
The initial step was to process each subject’s trials into a MatLab dataset that could be 
used to extract values for CSV text files suitable to be read by SPSS.  This required writing a 
custom MatLab function suitable for FieldTrip to call that could parse a trigger file, selecting a 
desired subset of trials, which FieldTrip then returned as a set of EEG data  for each trial, based 
on parameters given to the FieldTrip trial processing function. 
The trial data was then aggregated into timelocked averages providing one timelocked 
trial for each subject for the entire desired subset of trials, using the FieldTrip timelocking 
function. Each resulting timelocked subject file was the average over the set of trials that had one
of the 32 possible combinations of  the dichotomous level values for each of the 5 factors, e.g. all
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trials of the subject that were semantically incongruent, had auditory modality,  word lexicality 
(spoken word) flankers and auditory modality, non-lexical (sound) targets. This timelocked 
average trial also was associated in the dataset with the overall percentage of accuracy and the 
average RT of the individual trials that were included in the timelocked set, calculated by our 
routine from the trigger file data. The timelocked average trials were further processed using our 
peak finding function to locate the sample in the selected epoch of 250-310 ms post target 
stimulus that had the largest absolute value, saving that value as the N2 peak, and its post-
stimulus time as the N2 latency, adding these two values to the trial’s dataset record.
The trials were processed by FieldTrip to reject wrong answers and to reject trials with 
variance exceeding 4 standard deviations from the average variance of the trials in the run being 
processed, so as to automatically remove trials with large artifacts due to body movements or 
eye-blinks. Parameters given to FieldTrip to govern the processing included a baseline 
specification of -200 to 0 ms, to adjust all trials to the same starting point, and filtering 
specifications to demean and de-trend the trials, with Hilbert FIR bandpass filters removing 60 
and 120 Hz line noise and a low pass filter of 20 Hz. Voltage levels were referenced to the left 
and right mastoid electrodes. Automatic artifact removal was set to remove trials with any 
absolute value voltage levels exceeding 100 uV. Overall, approximately 20% of the trials 
collected were rejected due to artifacts.
We had collected trials from blocks that never varied the flanker stimulus, to act as 
controls for Garner interference, and did not include any of these Garner baseline condition 
blocks in the final analysis, once we determined that the experimental filtering condition of 
varying the flanker stimulus was significantly different from the baseline condition without 
flanker variation, thereby establishing the validity of varying the flanker to produce attention 
effects.
With the timelocked trials organized into 32 groups with one timelocked file per subject 
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per group, we then created 4 sets of text records suitable for a spreadsheet format, with one 
column for each combination and one row per subject, each cell containing the dependent 
variable measure for that matrix, i.e. a spreadsheet each for RT, accuracy, N2 peak and N2 
latency. We then aggregated the columns for the 4 ANOVAs. As noted earlier only 24 of the 
possible 32 groups had data, so a full 5-factor ANOVA was not possible. To create each of the 4 
ANOVA data sets we removed one of the modality or lexicality factors, taking out the columns 
that included that factor and averaging each of them into the 1 remaining column that had that 
unique combination of the 4 remaining factors, producing a matrix of 16 factor-level columns (or
16 factor levels x 6 electrode sites for the EEG peak and latency dependent measures) by 32 
subject rows, which was written to disk in the ASCII text comma separated values (CSV) file 
type. 
These 16 CSV files (one for each of the 4 dependent measures for each of the 4 ANOVA 
factor combinations) were then each read into SPSS, and processed with the GLM repeated 
measures routine, specifying the columns as factor variables and the cells as the dependent 
measure, generating an analysis of variance that determined F values, mean-square error and p 
values for all factors and combinations of factors. We defined SPSS generated graphs to illustrate
the significant factor interactions as well.
We used FieldTrip to generate baselined ERP graphs of the grand averaged timelocks 
consisting of the average of all the subjects’ timelocks for the 2 levels of each given factor 
combination and dependent measure, and added text to the graphs with additional MatLab code.
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Findings
Introduction to the findings
Data structure
 We used the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test to find significant relationships of 
dependent behavioral variables reaction time (RT) and accuracy, and EEG variables ERP N2 
peak and latency, with the factors semantic congruence, flanker modality, flanker lexicality, 
target modality and target lexicality.  With 5 dichotomous factors there are 32 possible 
combinations. However, our presentation paradigm only varied one at a time of the two stimulus 
features (modality or lexicality) between the flanker and the target in any block of trials. (The 
flanker and target always had either the same auditory/visual modality or the same word/non-
word lexical status.) Since we never presented pairs in which both the modality and the lexicality
varied, these 8 combinations (flanker aud-non vs. target vis-lex, flanker vis-non vs. target aud-
lex, and the reverse, flanker vis-lex vs. target aud-non and flanker aud-lex vs. target vis-non, both
for semantically congruent and incongruent pairs) are not present in the data. This prevents a 
single ANOVA with all 5 factors from being done since the data matrix is not of full rank. To 
accommodate this limitation we used SPSS to conduct 4 within-subjects repeated measures 
design ANOVA tests, all including semantic congruence as a factor, and each removing one of 
the 4 remaining factors. This generated 2 pairs of ANOVA results, one pair using both of the 
target and flanker modality factors plus one or the other of the lexicality factors, and one pair 
with both of the target and flanker lexicality factors plus one or the other of the modality factors. 
This enabled us to use results from overlapping ANOVAs to determine by implication the 
interaction effects of any combination of the 5 factors.
Note that our presentation paradigm did not include trials in which all 3 features of 
semantic content, modality and lexicality were the same in both flanker and target, or all were 
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different. If all were the same, the stimuli would have been identical, so no attention effect could 
be inferred, and if all were different, based on comparing the 4 different combinations, each 
resulting from removing one of the 4 stimulus factors, in 4-factor ANOVAs, there simply were 
no significant 3 or 4-way effects modulating the effect of semantic congruence when lexicality 
and modality were both incongruent. Since the effects of the two features tended to go in 
opposite directions, it is likely that they averaged each other out. Although all ANOVAs included
all of the trials, the number of trials in each factor level combination varied depending on which 
factor was not included in that ANOVA. This changed the statistical power for some 
combinations, but it did not result in any changes in significance in the behavioral data. The N2 
peak data, however, did benefit from the increased power in some conditions, as the 2 ANOVAs 
in which target and flanker lexicality were omitted both found significant effects of semantic 
congruence that in the other 2 ANOVAs in which target and flanker modality were omitted, did 
not quite reach the p<0.05 significance level. This is addressed below in the neural correlates 
section of the discussion chapter.)
Hypotheses
The analyses focused on three hypotheses:
1. Semantic incongruence between flanker and target stimuli will delay RT and reduce 
accuracy compared to trials in which the stimuli are semantically congruent (the central “Stroop 
Effect” of semantic incongruence disrupting attention). The attention distracting effect of the 
incongruent condition will also generate increased neural activity during the earliest stages of 
semantic processing, measured by greater peak strength and longer latency of the N2 ERP.
2. Words have privileged access to meaning, measurable in our semantic identification 
and discrimination task by lexical word stimuli being more distracting, measured as longer RT 
and lower accuracy in trials with word flankers, and more resistant to distraction than non-word 
stimuli, with shorter RT and increased accuracy in trials with word targets (the amodal lexicon 
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hypothesis.) 
3. Auditory and visual sensory modalities will interact with language and non-language 
semantic content processing in their effects on how semantic congruence influences attention, 
measured by RT and accuracy, during semantic access (the MacCleod conjecture, MacCleod, 
1991). We did not have a-priori specific expectations of the levels and directions of the 
hypothesized interactions, so we collected data appropriate for exploring the factors’ interactions 
in the light of established findings in the neuroscience of attention, to discover patterns of how 
language and the two sensory modalities influence our ability to access and give focused 
attention to semantic meaning.
Behavioral Findings
Effects of semantic congruence of flanker and target stimuli:
Semantic congruence provides our manipulation of attention, the primary focus of the 
study. It had no significant main effect on RT F(1,31)=1.099, p=0.303, MSe=7097.346, but did 
show a main effect on accuracy F(1,31)=35.178, p<0.001, MSe=0.111. Congruent trials (94.3% 
correct) were on average 4.1% more accurate than incongruent trials (90.2% correct) (figure 1). 
As expected, semantic incongruence disrupts attention to meaning. The overall non-significance 
of RT is attributable to the experimental task, which was accurate response to semantic content, 
rather than speed of response within the time constraints of the stimulus presentation. 
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Figure 1.  Semantic incongruence reduced accuracy by 4.1%.
Effects of stimulus lexicality:
Neither flanker lexicality F(1,31)=0.059, p=0.810, MSe=5.947E-005,  nor target 
lexicality F(1,31)=0.115, p=0.736, MSe=.000  had a main effect on accuracy.
There was no main effect of flanker lexicality on RT,  F(1,31)=0.157, p=0.694, MSe= 
1047.615, nor accuracy, F(1,31)=.0.59 p=0.810, MSe=5.947E-005. Words were not more 
distracting than non-words. 
Target lexicality did have a significant main effect on RT, F(1,31)=6.153, p=0.019,  
MSe=75702.623,  of increasing RT to lexical targets by 34 ms on average, with 757 ms RT to 
nonlexical targets  and 791 ms RT to lexical targets, contrary to the predictions of the amodal 
lexicon hypothesis, which predicts faster access to meaning for words (Figure 2) .
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Figure 2. Word targets have longer RT than non-words, indicating that semantic processing is 
not facilitated by lexicality.
Interaction of semantic congruence with target lexicality
Target lexicality showed a significant interaction effect with semantic congruence, 
F(1,31)=4.444, p=0.043, MSe=24191.804 (Figure 3) such that word targets had slower RT when 
the target and flanker were semantically incongruent. Semantically incongruent word targets had 
30 ms. longer RT than when semantically congruent, with 805 ms RT to incongruent word 
targets and 775 ms RT to congruent word targets.  Non-word targets showed faster RT than 
lexical targets in both congruent (762 ms) and incongruent (751 ms) trials, but had little change 
in the attention effect of semantic congruence, so the RT attention effect of incongruence is 
restricted to word targets. Response time was slowed by incongruence when the targets were 
words, but not when they were non-words. Since lexicality was not itself a significant factor on 
accuracy, only on RT, this may be a stimulus discrimination effect of language itself rather than 
an attention effect.
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Figure 3. Target lexicality changes the effect of semantic incongruence, increasing RT, but only 
for word targets.
Word targets showed faster RT performance when semantically congruent, but overall 
slower RT than non-words. The RT data do not support a hypothesis that words have an inherent 
advantage over non-words in access to semantic content, at least not as evident in reaction time.
With respect to the Stroop Effect hypothesis, we do not see an overall attention effect of 
semantic congruence modulating RT on average, but as Figure 3 shows, lexical targets 
specifically do show slower RT  in incongruent trials, so we find conditional support for the 
Stroop hypothesis in that the the effect of semantic incongruence on attention shows in reduced 
accuracy overall and slower RT for word targets.
Effects of stimulus modality on attention:
We found significant differences in both accuracy and RT behavioral responses between 
auditory and visual stimuli both as flankers and as targets when incongruent and congruent. 
Flanker modality changes the attention effect of semantic incongruence on accuracy 
F(1,31)= 6.886, p=0.013, MSe=0.007 by changing accuracy in congruent trials when flankers 
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were auditory, making it higher than visual flankers, and lowering accuracy for auditory flankers 
when incongruent, making them less accurate than visual flankers (Figure 4). The attention effect
of semantic congruence was modulated by the distractor’s modality, with incongruence causing 
greater increase in attention disruption by auditory distractors relative to visual ones.
Figure 4. Flanker modality changes the attention effect of semantic congruence on accuracy.
Auditory stimuli are more influenced by semantic incongruence than visual ones when 
used as distractors, being better distractors (lower accuracy) than visual when incongruent, and 
less effective distractors (more accurate) when congruent. Visual flankers are also more effective 
as distractors when incongruent than when congruent, but with a smaller change of attention 
effect than that of auditory flankers. 
Effects of stimulus lexicality on attention
There is no significant interaction effect on RT between congruence and flanker lexicality
F(1,31)=.574, p=.454, MSe=2545.914.  There is a significant interaction effect on RT between 
congruence and target lexicality, however F(1,31)=4.444, p=0.043 MSe=24191.804. As 
previously shown in Figure 3, semantic incongruence disrupts attention, producing longer RT to 
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word targets but not to non-word targets, narrowing the difference between word and non-word 
targets in congruent trials and widening the difference in incongruent trials. The attention 
disruption of semantic incongruence is limited to word targets; semantic incongruence does not 
disrupt attention to non-word targets. 
Interaction effects of  stimulus modality and lexicality on attention
We found a significant complex three-way interaction effect of target lexicality, target 
modality and semantic congruence on RT, F(1,31)=4.770 p=0.037, MSe=78478.572 (Figure 5,6).
 Figure 5. auditory Figure 6. visual
Interaction of target modality and  lexicality with semantic congruence on RT 
The effect of semantic incongruence on RT is modulated by the interaction of target modality 
and lexicality. Auditory targets have the opposite effect of visual targets on how target lexicality 
changes the attention effect of semantic incongruence.
Auditory targets cause target lexicality to change the effect of semantic congruence by 
increasing RT to incongruent words but making little change to non-words. Visual targets reverse
the direction of target lexicality's influence: for visual word targets, incongruence reduces RT, 
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and for visual non-words it increases RT, increasing the RT difference between congruent lexical 
and non-lexical visual targets over that of incongruent ones. In this 3-way interaction, with target
modality and lexicality both known, we can identify the specific stimulus types involved: spoken
words get faster RT when congruent, sounds get slower RT when congruent, spelled words get 
slower RT when congruent and pictures get faster RT when congruent. 
Overall the data support the hypothesis of differences in language processing created by 
the interaction of modality and lexicality changing the attention effect of semantic incongruence, 
since we do find a significant attention effect on accuracy of flanker modality interacting with 
semantic congruence and a significant 3-way interaction effect on RT of target lexicality and 
target modality on the attention effect of semantic congruence. There are additional interactions 
relevant to this hypothesis found in the EEG data.
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ERP Findings
The anterior medial EEG channels over prefrontal cortex measure neural activities 
associated with executive processing and decision-making, and our ERP findings reflect this. The
trial condition of semantic incongruence produced a significantly stronger N2 peak response 
(F(1,31)=11.971, MSe=2.718, p<0.002) following the target stimulus presentation than the 
response to congruent trials, illustrated in the anterior medial ERP graphs below.
A review of our EEG data identified the N2 ERP in mediofrontal cortex as a consistent 
feature of electrophysiological response to the target stimulus. We examined the epoch from 250 
ms to 310 ms after the target stimulus presentation to determine the strength and time of the  
peak (or trough) of negative-going voltage during the epoch to obtain the peak voltage and 
latency of the N2 response. We used the SPSS ANOVA GLM repeated measures design to 
determine statistical significance of the trials’ features as predictors of N2 peak strength and 
latency. The 5 factors analyzed included semantic congruence, i.e. whether the flanker 
(distracting) stimulus and the target stimulus had the same or different semantic content 
(regardless of modality or lexical status), the flanker’s and target’s modalities (auditory or visual)
and their lexical status (non-word or word). 
 N2 EEG data was taken from the mediofrontal electrode sites, shown below in the ANT 
electrode montage below as positions L4, Z4, R4 and L5, Z5, R5 (the upper half of the marked 
rectangle), located above the anterior cingulate cortex.
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Figure 7. Advanced Neural Technologies (ANT) Duke Waveguard 128 channel EEG cap 
montage, equidistant electrodes
Below (Figure. 8): 
6 EEG waveforms for positions L4, Z4, R4, L5, Z5, R5 showing the waveform of all of each 
subjects’ trials, timelocked within subject, then grand averaged together using FieldTrip EEG 
processing software, based on the EEGLab open source package. The X axis is in milliseconds, 
with baseline from -100 to 0 ms, target stimulus onset at 0, to 500 ms following target stimulus 
onset. The Y axis is in baseline adjusted millivolts recorded at the scalp surface. The N2 ERP is 
analyzed for the period from 250 to 310 ms.
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Figure 8. N2 ERP wave forms for left (L4, L5), center (Z4, Z5) and right (R4,R5) mediofrontal 
cortex,  above the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC).
Significant effects on N2 latency
The only significant effect on N2 latency came from the target’s modality (F(1,31)= 6.579, MSe 
=.003,  p<0.015).  The N2 peak of auditory targets had longer latency than that of visual targets, 
by about 5 ms (279 ms post target stimulus for visual, 284 ms for auditory, during the 250 – 310 
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ms epoch of the N2). This does not support our hypothesis that neural correlates of attention 
disruption from semantic incongruence would be indexed by the N2 ERP as delayed latency, 
since semantic congruence is not a significant factor in any effects on N2 latency. It does support
the parallel processing model of sensory modality, in that, as our post-hoc model presumes, the 
auditory modality has an inherent delay due to the temporal nature of the stimulus, which takes 
300 ms for speech or 400 ms for sounds to be completely presented. Nevertheless, the 5 ms 
difference, although statistically significant, is small, only 1.2 – 1.6% of the stimulus duration 
difference, and only 1.7% of the latency period between stimulus onset and N2 peak, so it is 
difficult to draw any substantive conclusions about the N2 latency. In fact the lack of any 
significant attention disruption effect on N2 latency suggests that the incongruence in the 
comparison of the semantic content of the two stimuli gets parallel processed before the actual 
ERP peak, showing as stronger neural activation in N2 peak but not taking more time, while it is 
the effects on sensory processing of target modality that cause a modest delay to auditory targets.
Significant attention effects on N2 peak strength
Table 1. Significant EEG N2 peak ANOVA findings
semcong F(1,31)=6.780 MSe=12.761 p<0.014
targmode F(1,31)=55.584 MSe=17.676 p<0.000
targlex F(1,31)=127.35 MSe=12.748 p<0.000
channel F(1,31)=12.088 MSe=1.223 p<0.000
targmodeXtarglex F(1,31)=55.304 MSe=12.484 p<0.000
flankmode F(1,31)=27.799 MSe=13.801 p<0.000
flankmodeXflanklex F(1,31)=13.734  MSe=9.829 p<0.001
flankmodeXtarglex F(1,31)=8.089 MSe=14.000 p<0.008
flankmodeXflanklexXtarglexF(1,31)=16.251 MSe=16.930 p<0.000
Semantic congruence shows a main attention effect of increasing N2 peak strength to 
incongruent trials, but no other interaction effect with semantic congruence is significant. The 
significant main effect of semantic congruence provides a neural correlate indexing the attention 
distracting effect of incongruence. The significance of the other factors is independent of 
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attention, reflecting various multisensory processing interactions between auditory and visual 
modalities as they process words and non-words into semantic meaning.
Conclusion to findings
We find our first hypothesis, that semantic incongruence would disrupt attention 
confirmed in the behavioral measure of accuracy and in the EEG N2 ERP peak response. The 
hypothesis that language has privileged access to semantic content is not supported by the 
behavioral results, and shows no interaction of language with attentional disruption of the N2 
ERP. Our third hypothesis that modality and language interact in their effect on the attention 
disrupting capacity of semantic congruence is supported by the behavioral data, but we did not 
have specific enough predictions about how the interactions would manifest in neural activity so 
the N2 analysis is inconclusive in this regard.
Discussion
Summary of discussion
The initial inspiration for this study came from a comment in MacCleod’s review of 
studies of the Stroop Effect (MacCleod, 1991) noting the possibility that the subject’s response 
being lexical and in the auditory modality while the attended stimulus feature was non-lexical 
and visual, contributed to the effect, raising the question of the relative importance of modality 
and lexicality in relation to semantic congruence, as well as begging the question of the effective 
cognitive processing differences between spoken and written language with respect to attention 
to semantic content. This led to our design of varying the semantic congruence of distracting 
flanker and attended target stimuli while also varying either modality or lexicality (never both 
simultaneously) of the stimuli.
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Our study is partly to test specific hypotheses about the roles of modality and lexicality 
with respect to accessing semantic content, and partly exploratory. Given the many conflicting 
results reported in the literature of variations of the Stroop task, typically involving the semantic 
content, the lexical status and the sensory modality of the congruent and incongruent stimuli, we 
hoped to examine the interactions of these factors in search of patterns illustrating the underlying
dynamics of the cognitive and neural processes involved. Using semantic congruence to 
manipulate attention we examined the influences of auditory and visual modalities and of non-
word and word lexicalities on the effects of semantic congruence and on each other.
The first testable hypothesis was that the condition of semantic congruence or 
incongruence of a distractor and an attended target would affect performance in an attention task,
with incongruence reducing performance relative to congruence. This is the core of the Stroop 
effect, and finding it confirmed in our data validated our use of semantic congruence to 
manipulate subjects’ attention in our experimental task.
The second testable hypothesis was the one put forward initially in Stroop task research, 
that language gives priority access to and triggers bottom-up attention to semantic content, with 
an automaticity that causes words to override focused attention to non-word stimuli. We did not 
find support for this hypothesis, insofar as the factors of lexicality of the flanker and the target 
had no significant main effects on performance, and neither flanker nor target lexicality had even
a significant 2-way interaction effect with the factor of semantic congruence, our attention-
manipulating factor. Nonetheless, the Stroop Effect is a powerful attention manipulation, and has
been extensively studied, so our results’ lack of support for the supposition that lexical stimuli 
have primacy in accessing semantic content leaves much still to be explained, including in 
particular the various interaction effects involving stimulus lexicality that we did find. We 
approach this explanation in our model described below.
Our third hypothesis was that MacCleod’s conjecture was correct, that the modalities of 
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the distractor and target would change the way their lexical status influenced the effect of 
semantic congruence on attention. This hypothesis was supported by our data, but we had no a-
priori predictions of how the three factors would interact, which becomes the focus of our 
exploratory or investigatory dimension of the study. What happens in the brain when we are 
trying to pay attention to what something means and we get distracted? How do sensory 
modalities differ in their effects on attention, and what differences are there between words and 
non-words? 
 We found that congruence is an attentional factor for more than just semantic content; 
congruence of modality and congruence of lexicality also modulated the attentional manipulation
effects of semantic congruence. 
We discovered that when the distracting flanker’s lexicality is different from that of the 
target stimulus (lexical incongruence), it changes the effect of modality on how semantic 
congruence influences attention. Specifically, when the lexicalities are incongruent (and 
therefore the modalities of both stimuli are congruent) trials in which the flanker and target are 
semantically incongruent show lower accuracy when the flanker and target modality is auditory. 
When the flanker and target modalities are incongruent (and therefore the stimuli are both words 
or both non-words) then the flanker’s lexicality (but not the target’s) modulates the effect of 
semantic congruence on attention, making semantically incongruent trials show lower accuracy 
if the flanker is an auditory (spoken) word, or the flanker is a visual non-word (picture).
The asymmetry of these two 3-way interactions is striking: 
• lexical incongruence consistently modulated the effect of modality on how semantic 
incongruence distracts attention such that when both stimuli are auditory, incongruence 
lowered accuracy regardless of which stimulus was a word. This is shown in Fig. 11 and 
Fig. 12. 
•  Modality  incongruence modulated the effect of lexicality on how semantic incongruence
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distracts attention depending on which stimulus is auditory.  If the flanker and target are 
both words (Fig. 11 right and 12 right) then the spoken word auditory flanker (with 
implied visual target) is distracting when semantically incongruent, and if the flanker and 
target are non-words (Fig. 11 left and Fig. 13 left) the auditory flanker sound is also 
distracting when semantically incongruent.  When the modalities are incongruent only the
auditory flanker changes the effect of incongruence, and it does so when it is a word (and 
the target is a non-word, Fig. 12 right). Incongruent modalities enable the auditory 
flanker to become an effective distractor. 
Table 2. Chart of all the possible combinations of interactions among the factors. 
Flanker aud/non aud/wrd vis/non vis/wrd
Target aud/non      x aud/(wrd/non) (vis-aud)/non   x
aud/wrd aud/(non-vis)    x   x vis-aud/wrd
vis/non aud-vis/non    x    x vis/(wrd/non)
vis/wrd    x aud-vis/wrd vis/(non-wrd)    x
We only presented the combinations in which either the modality (aud: auditory, vis: 
visual) or the lexicality (wrd: written or spoken word, non: not a word, i.e. sound or picture) 
varied between the target and flanker, but not those in which both the modality and lexicality 
were different or both the same.
The interaction effects among the five factors (semantic congruence, flanker modality, 
flanker lexicality, target modality and target lexicality) are complex, leading us to focus our 
exploratory investigation on just those interactions that included the factor of semantic 
congruence, and thereby being narrowed to attention-specific effects. We sought to place the 
findings into the context of pre-existing well accepted scientific frameworks in the study of 
attention.
We apply the Posner 3-network model of attention processing to interpret our results 
within a well-established framework in the neuroscience of attention, which also allows us to 
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generalize our presentation paradigm as being comparable to the temporal flanker paradigm of 
the ANT attention test used to validate Posner’s model. To address the role of lexicality in 
attention processing we apply the model of parallel and recurrent processing of sensory data in 
which language is a sequential processing bottleneck, developed by Dehane, et. al., to which our 
findings conform well.
We attribute these interaction effects of modality and lexicality to the parallel nature of 
sensory systems’ processing, combined with the sequential processing bottleneck created by 
language processing.  
To incorporate the temporal sequence and cross-modal aspects of our presentation 
paradigm into these two attention and sensory processing models, we propose a set of simple 
extensions to the combination of the parallel-serial sensory-language model and the 3-stage 
attention network model, which enable us post-hoc to interpret the complex interactions we 
found as conforming to this extended combined model of multi-modal attention processing.
Hypotheses
The hypothesis that varying semantic congruence produces attention effects is well 
documented in the Stroop literature and other attention studies, and as expected, we find this 
supported by our data; Fig. 1 shows the significant main effect of the factor of semantic 
congruence.
The second hypothesis, with respect to a privileged role for lexical processing in access to
semantic content, has usually been built on the older cognitive paradigm of the “lexicon”, a 
brain-based dictionary-like function through which language generates semantic meaning. This 
functionalist paradigm has been challenged or broadened to incorporate neuroscience 
perspectives of neural activation oriented connectionist accounts of semantic meaning, drawing 
on EEG and imaging studies identifying cortical areas functioning as pattern recognition systems
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encoding semantic content even without language (e.g. Damasio’s studies of left and right lesion-
separated hemisphere patients). Specific cortical areas for language processing exist of course, 
but they may not be necessary or even integral to semantic meaning, in contrast to the early 
Stroop studies’ explanation that language has special power, through “automaticity”, to access 
semantic content more readily than non-language stimuli. We hoped to test this by examining the
role of stimulus lexicality as a promoter or distractor of attention. Our data do not support the 
lexicon hypothesis, as stimulus lexicality is not a significant direct contributor to increased 
attention or distraction. Stimulus lexicality does modulate the effects of other factors, playing a 
more complex role than expected. We find our results fit the newer model offered by Posner and 
others, which separates attention into 3 anatomically and functionally distinct cortical networks, 
for alerting, orienting and executive processing. We also find they fit within the parallel sensory 
processing with serial processing language bottlenecks offered by Dehane, et. al.
In the context of semantic meaning, this latter finding may also be interpreted as 
supporting Barsalou’s general theory of “embodied meaning”, which proposes meaning as the 
activation of associated widespread sensory cortex networks emergent from experience, although
we do not have specific testable hypotheses derived from the theory.
We test as our third hypothesis, MacCleod’s conjecture that modality could be a 
contributing factor in the Stroop results, based on the Stroop paradigm’s difference in modality 
and lexicality between the presentation stimulus and the subject’s response. This hypothesis is 
also supported by our data as shown in Fig. 2, in the 2-way interaction of flanker modality on the
effect of semantic congruence on accuracy, and in the several complex 3-way interactions 
involving flanker and target modality. We find that modality does significantly contribute to the 
attentional effects of semantic congruence, but to attempt to explain the findings post-hoc we 
need to extend the Posner and Dehane models.
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Extending the models
A dominant paradigm in the neuroscience of attention is the 3-network model (Petersen 
and Posner 2014) identifying distinct cortical networks for the 3 attentional functions of alerting, 
orienting, and executive control. “Alerting is defined as achieving and maintaining an alert state; 
orienting is the selection of information from sensory input; and executive control is defined as 
resolving conflict among responses.” (Fan, 2002) Fan and Posner’s ANT attention task that has 
been widely used to test the theory has similarities to our task presentation paradigm, an initial 
“cueing” that corresponds to our first flanker, followed by a target that is congruent or 
incongruent with the cue. (Fan 2009) “The ANT requires participants to determine whether a 
central arrow points left or right. The arrow appears above or below fixation and may or may not 
be accompanied by flankers. Efficiency of the three attentional networks is assessed by 
measuring how response times are influenced by alerting cues, spatial cues, and flankers.” (Fan, 
2002) Our task measures attention efficiency using accuracy rather than RT, since the correct 
recognition of our target’s semantic content is the task focus rather than response speed, which is 
dependent on the variations in the stimulus duration of the visual and auditory stimuli.
While the stimuli used in the ANT are not semantic content based, the use of a flanker 
and target congruence response task is sufficiently similar to apply the three phases the model 
proposes to our task. Alerting is triggered when the flanker is initially presented, orienting occurs
during the processing of the flanker stimulus, alerting occurs again with the appearance of the 
target stimulus, followed again by orienting to process the target stimulus, and while the second 
flanker is being presented the executive control phase is invoked to determine which mouse 
button should be clicked, based on the executive decision about the semantic content of the 
target.
The two models, as put forward in the literature, describe processing of a single stimulus. 
To apply them in combination to our multiple stimulus attention-disrupting temporal 
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manipulation of semantic congruence, we propose a straightforward extension:
 The crucial source of attentional conflict occurs just after the target’s semantic content is 
identified.
 The timing of the distraction’s semantic identification relative to the target’s is the 
determinant of semantic confusion or ambiguity that requires resolution during executive 
processing.
 Semantic content identification is held in short term “conceptual” working memory 
(Potter, 1995) that has limited capacity.
 The presence of both stimuli’s semantic content simultaneously or overlapping in this 
short term conceptual memory is the condition that creates disruption of attention to the 
target’s semantic content, requiring greater executive processing and producing higher 
chance of error.
 The main sources of timing variation in semantic identification in our task come from the
inherent differences in the stimulus duration and processing of auditory and visual 
modalities, the sequential processing bottleneck of language, and the extra step of 
lexicographic decoding required for written language. (Hindsight enables us to identify 
the specific timing contingencies that appear among these sources as we apply these 
proposed extensions to interpret the actual findings below.)
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The parallel sensory processing, sequential language processing bottleneck in the 3-
network alerting, orienting and executive processing networks: the flanker interferes with 
target processing when overlapped in CSTM.
Figure 9. Extended model of parallel sensory processing, sequential language bottleneck and 3-
network attention processing.
Disrupting stimulus processing
Figure 9 shows a block diagram of the elements of this combined model. Sensory data 
enters, triggering the alerting network, then enters the orienting network as it is parallel 
processed into the semantic content system, with language elements activating the language 
system, which proceeds sequentially to activate the semantic content system. As semantic 
content is organized and activates concepts, those enter the conceptual short term memory 
(CSTM), which the executive processing system uses to decide which finger to press. The 
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explosion symbol represents the point in the processing where attention disruption interferes with
accurate decision-making.
The opportunity for attention disruption occurs just after target stimulus onset, as the trial 
condition of semantic congruence or incongruence presents a potential conflict or ambiguity 
between the just processed flanker and the now processing target. The orienting network must 
determine which sensory modality to focus on, and the executive network must choose which of 
the two semantic content possibilities the target stimulus represents and map that to activation of 
motor neurons of the correct finger on the left or right mouse button.
What seems to be happening in our interaction of lexicality and modality in their 
influence on the attentional disruption effect of semantic congruence or incongruence, is that the 
auditory and visual sensory modalities are processed independently in parallel, but within the 
same sensory modality the immediately prior activation of the flanker creates either a priming 
effect when the stimuli are semantically congruent or an interference effect when they are 
incongruent.  When the stimuli are words their lexicality engages a serial processing bottleneck 
that interferes with the executive control processing, which (Vagharchakian, et. al., 2012) 
identify as the temporal bottleneck occurring in a modality-independent left-hemispheric 
language network, distinct from modality-dependent sensory processing areas.  
After the sensory data has been processed enough to determine that it has linguistic 
attributes, its features activate the language network, which can only process one linguistic 
stream at a time, so a lexical flanker will create a bottleneck for a lexical target’s processing that 
does not disrupt the target’s parallel sensory processing orientation, but can disrupt the early 
executive network processing of the target’s lexical content. In the case that a target’s semantic 
content is the same as that of the flanker, regardless of their lexicality or modality, if the flanker’s
content is sufficiently processed the target’s content activation is facilitated by the priming effect 
of the already activated neurally embodied conceptual associations, and the executive 
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comparison process is facilitated by the absence of ambiguous or conflicting concepts in CSTM.
The 3 distinct attention-governing neural networks for the alerting, orienting and 
executive processing stages of attention locate the modality-based effects in the late stages of the 
orienting network. This is shown by the interaction effect of flanker modality, target lexicality 
and semantic incongruence on RT (Fig. 21) in which orienting to the flanker modality reverses 
the effects of semantic congruence on RT, depending on the target’s lexicality, causing auditory 
flankers to get faster RT (be less distracting) when the target is incongruent and not a word, 
compared to slower RT (more distracting) when the target is incongruent and is a word. How the 
flanker modality directs initial orienting changes the effect of semantic congruence, but is itself 
modulated by the later effect of target lexicality. The early responses to the flanker’s sensory 
modality that have engaged the orienting network as the target stimulus arrives, set the 
parameters for response to semantic congruence.
The lexicality-based effects occur in the early part of the executive processing network, 
as confirmed by the strongest N2 ERP (250 – 310 ms post-target stimulus onset) coming in 
response to auditory lexical (spoken word) targets in incongruent trials: target modality has no 
effect on how semantic congruence effects N2 strength when targets are not words, but when 
targets are words their modality has an effect, as spoken words evoke stronger neural activity at 
N2 than written words in incongruent trials. Not until the semantic content can be compared in 
early executive processing, can the effect occur.
In the first orienting network phase, the flanker stimulus sensory stream arrives, and 
becomes at least mostly processed, depending on the top down attentional ability to ignore it. At 
500 ms our target sensory stream arrives, possibly reactivating some of the just-used neural 
patterns activated by the flanker. Top-down attention may begin to excite pattern recognition 
areas and bottom-up attention systems may be priming or enhancing or inhibiting parts of the 
parallel processed incoming sensory stream as contributors to the “orienting” network’s recurrent
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feedback processing. By 300-350 ms post-target stimulus the semantic content of the target 
should be recognized sufficiently for the executive control network to begin activating the motor 
neurons involved in pressing the mouse button.
The word stimuli are processed through a separate step into the language system, after the
initial orientation to the auditory or visual sensory data activates the language processing areas. 
When language elements have been sequentially processed into word recognition the result is fed
back into the ongoing processing stream to activate the relevant associated semantic content 
patterns. As semantic content is activated, the associated words that are part of the semantic 
meaning pattern are activated, projecting back to the language system, potentially activating 
related words, or potentially confusing the target recognition and selection process necessary to 
the executive decision of which finger to use.
Our task involves a series of single stimuli, but the non-word sounds and pictures will 
activate the associated semantic content, in which any linguistic part of its meaning pattern will 
activate the word in the language system, which can then recurrently return it to the overall 
pattern recognition process. In the case of written words, the lexical symbols need to be decoded 
in the visual system and sent on to the associated language processing stream, after which the 
now-recognized word can in turn contribute to the activation of the semantic content pattern, 
including in most cases stimulating the sensation of hearing the spoken word in the “mind’s ear”.
Auditory speech does not have the visual lexicographic decoding step, but our spoken word 
stimuli have a temporal stimulus duration of 300 ms during which the acoustic structure of the 
word directly activates the word pattern in the language processing stream, with phonemic 
recognition beginning as early as 170 ms (Dien, Nopenny), to contribute to the semantic content 
pattern activation process.
The parallel processing of hierarchical and recurrent pattern recognition in sensory cortex
into which the sequential processing of language recognition becomes integrated thus gives a 
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rationale for the modality and lexicality interactions with each other and with the attention-
influencing circumstance of semantic congruence that we find in our ANOVA results.
Semantic congruence and flanker modality
Using this model, we can generate predictions to see if they accord with the actual 
findings. The relevant graphs of factor interactions are referenced to visually display the 
relationships. (full size graphs p. 83 ff)
 
Figure 10. The main effect of semantic congruence: incongruence reduces accuracy, interaction 
with the flanker modality shows more effect when auditory than when visual.
Fig. 10 left shows the main effect of semantic congruence: incongruence reduces accuracy, and 
Fig. 10 right shows the 2-way interaction of semantic congruence with flanker modality: within 
the congruent trials the flanker modality differentiates between trials with auditory flankers, 
which have less distraction effect (lowering accuracy less), and trials with visual flankers, which 
are more distracting, lowering accuracy more. Incongruent trials however do not differentiate 
between the modalities; both modalities have about the same effect. Overall, then, flanker 
modality changes the attention effect of incongruence by lowering the accuracy (making flankers
more distracting) of trials with auditory flankers more than those with visual flankers when the 
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trial is incongruent. There are no other significant 2-way interactions with semantic congruence, 
indicating the special status of flanker modality and showing the greater effect of the flanker’s 
auditory modality on the effects of semantic congruence.
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Interactions of stimulus modality and lexicality
The complex role of flanker modality emerges in the next two graphs. 
Figure 11. The 3-way interaction of semantic congruence, flanker modality and flanker 
lexicality. 
Figure 12. These same first two factors with target lexicality instead of flanker lexicality. 
Comparing them, we see how the effect of flanker modality on semantic congruence is 
modulated, in Figure 11 by flanker lexicality and in Figure 12 by target lexicality. Noting that 
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while Figure 10 right shows the overall effect of flanker modality, in Fig. 11 we see that the 
congruent trials are unaffected by the lexical status of either flanker or target (they do not change
from the congruent auditory and visual flankers in Fig. 10 right, nor do they change in Fig. 11 
when the flanker is a word or non-word). Congruent trials with auditory flankers have higher 
accuracy (lower distraction) than those with visual flankers in all 3 graphs. That is, auditory 
flankers are always less distracting than visual flankers in congruent trials, but when the trial is 
semantically incongruent the effect of flanker modality on the attention disruption of semantic 
incongruence becomes influenced by stimulus lexicality, and changes differently for each of the 
two stimulus types.
Note that we did not vary both lexicality and modality simultaneously, so if the two 
stimuli had different lexicalities they would also both have had the same modality and vice versa.
That is, in Fig. 11, the left graph in which the flanker lexicality is a non-word is implicitly the 
same as when the target lexicality is a word, and both the flanker and the target will have the 
same modality. The Fig. 11 right graph for word flankers implicitly applies also to non-word 
targets. We see this confirmed in Fig. 12.
Comparing figures 11 and 12, we see both flanker and target lexicality modulate the 
effect of flanker modality on semantic congruence, but for opposite lexicalities: in incongruent 
trials TARGET lexicality changes the effect of flanker modality when the target is NOT a word, 
but FLANKER lexicality changes the effect of flanker modality when the target IS a word. To 
untangle this apparent contradiction, we need to look more closely at how target modality and 
flanker lexicality work. 
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Figure 13. The 3-way interaction of semantic congruence, flanker lexicality and target modality.
Fig. 13 and Fig. 11 show nearly identical patterns, although they differ in which factor is 
affecting semantic congruence. In both, the congruent trial condition is unchanged: in Fig. 13 
congruent trials with auditory targets are more accurate, in Fig. 11 congruent trials with auditory
flankers are more accurate. In both, incongruent trials show the stimulus modality modulating 
the effect of flanker lexicality on the attention modulating effect of incongruence, with the 
auditory version of the stimulus (flanker in Fig. 11, target in Fig. 13) losing accuracy 
dramatically when the flanker is a word. That is, the auditory modality, which is usually or on 
average less disruptive than visual (in Fig 2 the congruent condition is disrupted less, (is more 
accurate overall) when the flanker is auditory than when visual), but becomes more disruptive 
than the visual modality when the distracting stimulus is a spoken word, thereby linking 
modality to lexicality, calling for a look at how the modality of each of the stimuli affects the 
influence of its lexicality on the effect of semantic congruence.
Fig. 14 swaps the Y and Z axes of the graphs, to show the differences depending on 
which stimulus is in which modality. All four subgraphs have the same set of two lines graphing 
the effect of flanker lexicality on semantic congruence; the top row shows the influence of 
flanker modality on flanker lexicality’s effect on semantic congruence; the lower row shows the 
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target modality’s influence on flanker lexicality’s effect on semantic congruence. The left column
shows the differences when the stimulus mode is auditory, and the right column shows them 
when the stimulus mode is visual.
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Semantic congruence X flanker lexicality X flanker modality (cf. Fig. 11):
Semantic congruence X flanker lexicality X target modality (cf. Fig. 13):
Figure 14. Comparison of flanker vs target modality on effect of flanker lexicality on 
incongruence.
Either way we look at it, the graphs in Fig. 14 show the flanker’s lexicality changes the 
effect of semantic congruence, and the modalities of both stimuli influence that effect of flanker 
lexicality on semantic congruence. This effect of flanker lexicality on semantic congruence is the
same for both stimuli of the same modality, since if the two stimuli have different lexicalities 
then they cannot also have different modalities.
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Flanker lexicality does not have a significant interaction of its own with semantic 
congruence, so its effect depends on the modality of the target and flanker. Target modality and 
flanker modality do not have significant interactions with each other nor a 3-way interaction with
semantic congruence, so trials in which the two stimuli have different modalities results in a non-
significant average of the two graphs for that semantic congruence and flanker lexicality.
The implication is that stimulus modality processing proceeds independently for each of 
the two stimuli, as there is no significant 3-way interaction of semantic congruence with both 
flanker modality and target modality. The sensory modality processing for the flanker stimulus 
does not directly influence the sensory modality processing for the target stimulus, presumably 
because it is mostly complete when the target is presented and it is processed in parallel 
independently.
Lexicality, however shows a slightly different story. Language processing happens 
between the stimuli (i. e., after the first flanker) if the flanker is lexical, and/or after the target if 
the target is lexical, providing another sensory-like processing stream for activating semantic 
content. Language is processed sequentially, however, so when the flanker is a word, we can 
expect the effects of a processing bottleneck.
In Fig. 11 the flanker’s lexicality changes the effect of its modality, causing flanker 
modality to have a significant effect on semantic congruence when the flanker is a word 
(auditory word flankers respond more to incongruence) while having no effect on the influence 
of flanker modality when the flanker is not a word.  In Fig. 12 it is target, not flanker, lexicality 
that changes the effect of flanker modality on semantic congruence, reducing the accuracy of 
incongruent trials when the target is a word if the flanker is auditory (whether it is a spoken word
or a sound) but not when it is visual. Fig. 13 shows almost the same pattern as Fig. 11, of flanker 
lexicality modulating the effect of modality, but for the target’s modality instead of the flanker’s. 
In Fig. 14 (which combines 11 and 13) the interactions form a symmetrical pattern of modality 
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influencing flanker lexicality, without any obvious reason. Clearly, the factor interactions are 
linked phenomena, but we need to use a more complex interpretation to explain the interactions 
of modality and lexicality in the context of semantic congruence.
Interpreting the significant interactions involving semantic congruence
The graphs in figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 show significant interaction effects among flanker
and target modality and lexicality in their influence on the attention disrupting effect of semantic 
congruence. Since there are 4 different ANOVA tests involved, it is useful to identify the graphs’ 
differences and implications. Fig. 11 and 12 show interaction effects present in the ANOVA of 
the 4 factors of semantic congruence X flanker modality X flanker lexicality X target lexicality. 
This ANOVA leaves out the factor of target modality. Fig. 13 is an interaction effect from the 
ANOVA of the 4 factors of semantic congruence X flanker lexicality X target modality X target 
lexicality, leaving out the factor of flanker modality. As Table 2 showed, we did not present any 
trials in which both stimuli had different modality and different lexicalities, which results in the 
condition that in any trial if the modalities are different, then the lexicalities will be the same, and
if the lexicalities are different the modalities will be the same. Both lexicalities and modalities 
may be the same, but then the semantic congruence factor is always incongruent, since otherwise
the two stimuli would be identical, so no attention effect of semantic congruence can be 
presumed. The missing conditions of all the same and all different are why we cannot include all 
5 factors in a single ANOVA, as the empty columns result in a singular matrix.
We compensate for the missing full rank ANOVA by inferring from the 4-factor ANOVAs
that in any interactions involving differing flanker and target modalities that the lexicality of both
stimuli is the same, and likewise if the interaction involves differing lexicalities that the modality
of both stimuli will be the same.
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Stimulus lexicality
By following the role of stimulus lexicality we can examine our results in terms of the 
model of parallel sensory systems having a sequential language bottleneck. Our temporal flanker 
attention manipulation adds a dimension of complexity to the model due to having two possible 
words, giving us 4 combinations to evaluate: both stimuli being non-words (no language 
bottleneck), the flanker being a word and the target a non-word (a single early bottleneck), the 
flanker being a non-word and the target a word (one late bottleneck) and both stimuli being 
words (two sequential bottlenecks).
In trials in which both flanker and target are non-words, their modalities must be 
different, so the model leads us to expect parallel separate processing of each stimulus with no 
language bottleneck, leading to optimally rapid semantic identification. The 3-network theory of 
attentional processing locates the decision about the semantic content of the target in the early 
stages of executive processing, suggesting that the semantically incongruent condition may be 
conflicted by a partially processed semantic identification of the flanker (having more work to do
with higher likelihood of error), while the congruent condition may facilitate accurate executive 
response due to priming when the flanker is fully processed. If the two concepts are both present 
in immediate short term conceptual working memory (CSTM), their relative sequence becomes 
the relevant differentiator when they are different, but not when they have the same semantic 
content, optimizing the accuracy of congruent trials that present no ambiguity to resolve, but 
increasing the ambiguity of which concept in CSTM is the target and lowering accuracy when 
incongruent. If the fully processed flanker arrives early enough, we believe, it can be 
successfully ignored, mitigating the conflicting ambiguity of incongruence.
Both flanker and target non-words
Our results for the condition in which both stimuli are non-words so their modalities are 
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different, show non-word flankers (Fig. 11 left) having no modulation of the effect on semantic 
congruence of flanker modality. As the model predicts, the parallel processing of non-word 
flankers, unimpeded by a language bottleneck, passes the semantic content into the executive 
processing network, where (Fig. 2) the auditory flanker modality will permit more accurate 
responses (be less distracting) than visual flankers in congruent trials, but becomes more 
distracting (lower accuracy) than visual flankers in the incongruent condition. Flanker modality 
is the only factor to have a 2-way significant interaction directly with semantic congruence (Fig. 
2), and that reaction is manifested as accuracy being reduced more in the auditory modality than 
the visual, when semantically incongruent. Within the model we believe that the time lag 
inherent in auditory processing associated with the 300 ms stimulus duration of the non-language
sounds compared to the immediate (10 ms) complete presence of the non-language gray-scale 
visual images is apparently enough to make the visual non-word (picture) flanker and auditory 
non-word (sound) target combination less accurate than the auditory non-word (sound) flanker 
and visual target (picture or spelled word) pair when congruent, but when the semantic content is
incongruent the additional executive processing required to resolve the semantic ambiguity 
allows the continuing parallel processing of the auditory flanker to catch up to the visual version,
creating disruption of attention in short term conceptual memory.
Word flanker, non-word target
In trials in which the flanker and the target are different lexicalities, the modalities must 
be the same. The models predict that there will be a bottleneck delay in processing the language 
stimulus but not with the non-language stimulus, but the increased effect of flanker modality 
from the slower initial processing for auditory stimuli will still apply if the stimuli are both 
auditory. When the flanker is the word and the target a non-word we see the effects by comparing
the right graph of Fig. 11 with the left graph of Fig. 12, since the lines for flanker modality apply 
also for target modality (confirmed in Fig. 13, which matches Fig. 11 despite showing target 
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instead of flanker modality). In this lexical combination of word flanker and non-word target the 
shared flanker and target stimulus modality changes the effect of semantic congruence, as the 
incongruent trials are significantly more disrupted when the two stimuli are auditory, measured 
in lower accuracy.  The bottleneck delay of language processing applied to the word flanker we 
believe acts like the slower auditory mode in the non-word combination, as it slows the flanker 
processing, providing less confusion and ambiguity in executive processing, allowing the target 
to be less distracted. When the bottleneck happens to the word target it has no additional effect 
on semantic congruence, as the flanker has been fully processed (and ignored) and is not 
competing for limited short term conceptual memory when the target enters.
Non-word flanker, word target
Again, the modalities must be the same since the lexicalities are different, so we can 
compare the left graph of Fig. 11 (non-word flanker) with the right graph of Fig. 12 (word 
target), looking at the interactions with flanker modality, which will be the same as target 
modality. The two graphs show that non-word flankers (Fig. 11 left) and word targets (Fig. 12, 
right) both have no effect on how modality modulates semantic congruence. Non-word flankers 
are parallel processed, without any language processing sequential bottleneck, permitting the 
maximum speed for whichever modality.  Visual flanker processing apparently takes less time, so
is more complete when it enters the executive process, making visual flankers more conflicting 
and ambiguous than auditory flankers. When the target is a word, the extra sequential language 
processing it requires further assures the flanker enough time to arrive in the executive process, 
fully processed and therefore easy to ignore, making no difference to the effect of modality on 
semantic congruence.
Word flanker, word target
When both stimuli are words their modalities must be different.  The models predict that 
with both stimuli having language bottlenecks plus lexicographic decoding processing for the 
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visual words, the longer processing time will allow easier differentiation and less confusion in 
either modality for the target, but make the flanker more distracting.  The extended processing 
time innate to auditory stimuli, added to the language bottleneck would make the auditory word 
flanker more overlapped in conceptual short term memory with the target and thus more 
ambiguous when incongruent.
When the flanker is auditory (and thus the target must be visual) (Fig. 14, upper left and 
lower right) flanker modality changes the influence of flanker lexicality on the effect of semantic
congruence, lowering accuracy for incongruent auditory word flankers as predicted. When the 
flanker is visual (and the target must be auditory) (Fig. 14, upper right and lower left), the effect 
of flanker modality is to change how target lexicality influences the effect of semantic 
congruence, by lowering accuracy for incongruent auditory word targets.  The stimulus that is 
auditory is the one whose accuracy is lowered when both are words. The models are confirmed 
in this condition also.
When the flanker is auditory and a word, although it does not get slowed by the 
lexicographic decoding that does slow the target visual word, its auditory modality is slower than
the target’s visual modality, so the two stimuli arrive overlapped in conceptual short term 
memory. When the target is auditory and a word, the flanker visual word’s delay in the 
lexicographic decoding stage slows it enough for the target also to arrive overlapping in 
conceptual short term memory. That is, when both stimuli are lexical, the language bottleneck 
processing conditions that apply to both apparently cancel each other’s effect, leaving the 
auditory stimulus as the one whose modality changes the effect of semantic incongruence.
Reconsidering the Stroop task
Applying this model to analysis of the Stroop task, in which both of the stimulus features,
the ink color and the spelled color word text, are visual, we would predict the non-lexical ink 
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color to be recognized in the semantic content system before the spelled word, since it does not 
require lexical decoding and language processing, but the task requirement of generating  an 
auditory lexical response necessitates an additional orienting system feedback loop for the ink 
color concept to activate the word’s internal language representation in the semantic content 
system. That recurrent loop will be bottlenecked in the sequential language processing system 
until the visual word text representation has been processed, resulting in overlapping concepts 
arriving in CSTM, both derived from semantic content language representations, creating 
substantial ambiguity when the two are incongruent that creates additional work for the 
executive processing system to determine which of the competing language representations is 
associated with the stimulus’ non-lexical color feature, thereby slowing RT and reducing 
accuracy. The powerful distraction of the Stroop effect is in part, we propose, the frustration of 
being unable to get at the word to speak that goes with the ink color concept, and certainly the 
additional RT is from this, as well as the accuracy effects that depend on the subject’s accuracy 
vs. time decision priority. When the word is already activated because the text and color are the 
same concept, the bottleneck is not a slow-down, as the language processing for the color word is
already activated by the text, which primes the language processing and avoids any ambiguity or 
conflict in CSTM.  In a sense the early Stroop explanation is correct, the text color word does get
priority over the language representation of the color, but that, in our explanation, is only 
because it arrives first at the language bottleneck, as the text image has been processed in parallel
with the color, and reaches the language system first, before the feedback loop from the semantic
processing activation of the word associated with the visual color. When they are congruent, no 
feedback loop is required, the correct color word’s auditory version is already activated by the 
text’s language processing in the “mind’s ear”, so speaking it is unimpeded.
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Neural correlates of the semantic congruence interactions
We examined only one epoch, the period of 250 to 310 ms post-target stimulus onset, for 
evoked response potentials. This N2 ERP period, a negative-going wave form, is focused on the 
point of target semantic recognition and therefore the earliest point at which semantic 
incongruence can be recognized. We selected a set of  electrodes from mid-frontal cortex, where 
executive processing is most likely to be detectable, and we found well formed ERP waves in all 
of them. The 6 ERP peak values and latencies were factored into the ANOVAs as levels of the 
dependent variable “channel” to provide a statistical measure of the significance of the N2 peak 
strength across the region.
Semantic congruence showed a significant main effect on N2 peak response strength, 
measured both as the minimum value during the 250-310 ms epoch, and as the total of all voltage
samples during the epoch. In two of the ANOVAs the p-value was just below statistical 
significance, and in the other two it reached significance (ANOVA of semantic congruence X 
flanker modality X flanker lexicality X target modality: p<0.038; ANOVA of semantic 
congruence X flanker modality X target modality X target lexicality: p<0.038) The incongruent 
trials generated stronger N2 peaks, confirming the N2 ERP as an index of semantic 
incongruence. 
The only significant N2 peak interaction effect we found involving the factor of semantic 
congruence was semantic congruence X target modality X target lexicality. This suggests that the
neural response to semantic incongruence is less affected by the flanker stimulus than is the 
subject’s performance accuracy, since this combination of factors is not a significant predictor of 
accuracy. It does, however, confirm the involvement of both lexicality and modality as 
significant contributors at the executive processing stage in response to the condition of semantic
congruence. We did find several significant effects on the N2 peak that involved flanker and 
target main effects on N2 peak and interaction effects among the flanker and target factors, 
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separate from semantic congruence (shown in Table 1), indicating that lower order neural 
processes are actively engaged in the joint stimulus processing, but that they work at the 
orienting and pre-decision levels prior to shaping behavior. The fact that N2 peak is significantly 
affected by semantic congruence, and is modulated by the interaction of target modality and 
lexicality, confirms it as a neural correlate of our attention manipulation, but the absence of 
interactions involving congruence with either flanker factor indicates that the flanker processing 
effects on N2 are integrated into the overall process by the time of the N2, and are no longer 
differentiable as contributors directly to the complex resulting behavioral outcome of response 
accuracy. The N2 latency also showed significant interactions among flanker and target factors, 
but none involving semantic congruence, which suggests that the N2 ERP latency response 
indexes stimulus processing conditions preceding the effect of attention on the executive 
decision neural processing that governs response accuracy.
Conclusions
When both stimulus modalities were the same, and therefore their lexicalities were 
different, lexicality does not play a role influencing attention; modality by itself modifies the 
effect of semantic congruence, by lowering the accuracy when the two stimuli are auditory. 
When both stimulus lexicalities were the same, and therefore their modalities were different, the 
lexicality governs the effect of modality on semantic congruence; if the flanker is a word (and 
the target therefore a non-word), incongruent trials lose accuracy with auditory targets, but if the 
flanker is a non-word, incongruent trials lose accuracy with visual targets.
These findings support predictions derived from the parallel sensory with sequential 
language processing model and the 3-stage attention model, and are compatible with the theory 
that semantic meaning is embedded throughout sensory cortex rather than in a specific lexicon 
function.
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Future directions
The highly interacting effects among the stimulus features of lexicality, modality and 
semantic congruence necessitated our focus in this study on the attention-specific effects of 
semantic incongruence, but there is evidence of additional insights to be found by examining the 
neural mechanisms that integrate sights and sounds with language and meaning. We found a 
number of significant interactions among the flanker and target modality and lexicality factors 
that did not bear directly on the attentional manipulation of semantic incongruence and were 
therefore left out of this analysis, but that offer potential benefit to understanding how sensory 
perception processing engages with language processing. We did not look for source localization 
or oscillatory mechanisms that may underly the modality-lexicality interactions that our 
complicated paradigm seems to have provoked, for example. Our model extending the 3-stage 
attention networks combined with  parallel sensory, bottlenecked sequential language processing,
seems to fit the data we found, which suggests deriving new hypotheses from it for further 
testing and refinement, including both localization and oscillatory network integration 
hypotheses testable with variations of our experimental presentation paradigm. The embodied 
meaning theory, although promising in the context of neural instantiation of semantic meaning, 
needs more concrete physical hypotheses to support it, which could be developed in such a 
program.
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Table 3. Significant interactions that include semantic congruence
Accuracy (separated by the 4 ANOVA factor combinations)
1. congXflanklexXtargmodeXtarglex *semcong F(1,31)=28.979, MSe=.007 p<0.000
*flanklexXtargmode F(1,31)=5.780, MSe=0.004 p<0.022
*semcongXflanklexXtargmode F(1,31)=12.683,MSe=0.002 p<0.001
2. congXflankmodeXflankexXtarglex *semcong F(1,31)=8.979, MSe=.007 p<0.000
*semcongXflankmode F(1,31)=6.01, MSe=0.002 p<0.020
*semcongXflankmodeXflanklex (F(1,31)=4.491,MSe=0.003 p<0.042
*flankmodeXtarglex F(1,31)=7.443, MSe=0.003 p<0.010
*semcongXflankmodeXtarglex F(1,31)=10.125,MSe=0.001 p<0.003
3. conXflankmodeXflanklexXtargmode *semcong F(1,31)=37.347 MSe=0.006 p<0.000
*semcongXflankmode F(1,31)=4.68, MSe=0.002 p<0.038
*flanklexXtargmode F(1,31)=6.108 MSe=0.002 p<0.019
*semcongXflanklexXtargmode F(1,31)=10.330 MSe=0.002 p<0.003
4. congXflankmodeXtargmodeXtarglex *semcong F(1,31)=37.347 MSe=0.006 p<0.000
*semcongXflankmode F(1,31)=4.68, MSe=0.002 p<0.038
*flankmodeXtarglex F(1,31)=5.54 MSe=0.002 p<0.016
*semcongXflankmodeXtarglex F(1,31)=5.52 MSe=0.001 p<0.025
RT 4-factor significant findings (initial numbers refer to ANOVAs numbered above)
flankmode (2) F(1,31)=19.257 MSe=34243.14 p<0.000
targmode (1) F(1,31)=51.881 MSe=54058.817 p<0.000
(3) F(1,31)=46.191 MSe=63824.967 p<0.000
(4) F(1,31)=46.191 MSe=63824.967 p<0.000
targlex (1) F(1,31)=4.719 MSe=20066.019 p<0.038
(2) F(1,31)=4.719 MSe=20066.019 p<0.038
flankmodeXtargmode(3) F(1,31)=6.526 MSe=56936.717 p<0.016
(4) F(1,31)=6.526 MSe=56936.717 p<0.016
targmodeXtarglex (1) F(1,31)=3.864 MSe=23245.570 p<0.058 ~
semcongXflankmodeXtarglex (2) F(1,31)=4.456 MSe=17043.073 p<0.043
(4) F(1,31)=4.718 MSe=14431.843 p<0.038
semcongXflanklexXtarglex  (1) F(1,31)=3.837 MSe=31937.725 p<0.059 ~
 (2) F(1,31)=3.837 MSe=31937.725 p<0.059 ~
flankmodeXflanklexXtarglex(2) F(1,31)=35.348 MSe=15659.899 p<0.000
N2 peak 4-factor significant findings (over all ANOVAs)
N2peakmin with 6 channels L4,L5, Z4,Z5, R4,R5
(ANOVA 2) congXflanklexXtargmodeXtarglexXchan6
semcong F(1,31)=6.780 MSe=12.761 p<0.014
targmode F(1,31)=55.584 MSe=17.676 p<0.000
targlex F(1,31)=127.35 MSe=12.748 p<0.000
channel F(1,31)=12.088 MSe=1.223 p<0.000
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targmodeXtarglex F(1,31)=55.304 MSe=12.484 p<0.000
flankmode F(1,31)=27.799 MSe=13.801 p<0.000
flankmodeXflanklex F(1,31)=13.734  MSe=9.829 p<0.001
flankmodeXtarglex F(1,31)=8.089 MSe=14.000 p<0.008
flankmodeXflanklexXtarglexF(1,31)=16.251 MSe=16.930 p<0.000
N2 Latency 4-factor significant findings (over all ANOVAs)
analyzing 6 channels:
targetmode F(1,31)=6.787 MSe=0.003 p<0.014
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Appendix: full size interaction graphs
Figure 15. Semantic congruence main effect on accuracy (Figure 10, left)
Figure 16. Effect of flanker modality on semantic congruence for accuracy (Figure 10, right)
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Figure 17. Semantic congruence X flanker modality X flanker lexicality (Fig. 11 enlarged)
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Figure 18. Semantic congruence X flanker modality X target lexicality (Fig. 12 enlarged)
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Figure 19. Effect of semantic congruence X flanker lexicality X target modality on accuracy 
(Fig. 13 enlarged)
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Semantic congruence X flanker lexicality X flanker modality (cf. 11)
Semantic congruence X flanker lexicality X target modality (cf. 13)
Figure 20. Comparison of flanker vs target modality on effect of flanker lexicality on congruence
These graphs reverse the Y and Z axes of figures 12 and 13 to show the influence of the 
modalities of the flanker (top row) and the target (bottom row), when the modality is auditory 
(left column) and when it is visual (right column) on how flanker lexicality changes the effect of 
semantic congruence. Both the flanker and target modalities have the same effect on the 
interaction of flanker lexicality and semantic congruence: although congruent trials do not differ 
depending on the flanker lexicality, incongruent trials lose accuracy, with more effect (lower 
accuracy) if the flanker is a word and the modalities are auditory, and more effect (lower 
accuracy) if the flanker is a non-word and the modalities are visual. If the modalities are 
different, then the lexicalities must be the same (only one of the factors was ever varied at a time)
so the Fig. 4 graph gives the result of the interaction: if the lexicalities are both non-word then 
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the flanker’s modality changes the effect of semantic congruence. If the lexicalities are both 
words, then modality has no effect on semantic congruence.
Figure 21.  Semantic congruence X target lexicality X flanker modality on accuracy (cf. Fig. 12)
These graphs reverse the Y and Z axes of Fig. 12, to show how flanker modality modulates the 
effect of target lexicality on semantic congruence. They show that flanker modality changes how 
target lexicality modulates the effect of semantic congruence on accuracy. In incongruent trials 
auditory flankers have increased distraction (lowering the accuracy) on non-word targets, and 
visual flankers have increased distraction on word targets.
Compared with the graphs of Fig. 14 that show how flanker modality and target modality 
change the effects of flanker lexicality on semantic congruence, we see that flanker modality’s 
effect on target lexicality (12) is the opposite of its effect on flanker lexicality (top row of 14), 
but is the same as the effect of target modality on flanker lexicality (bottom row of 14).
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Figure 22. RT for semantic congruence X flanker modality X target lexicality
Target lexicality changes the effect of flanker modality on semantic congruence for RT.
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Figure 23. N2 peak for semantic congruence 
Incongruence increases the strength of the N2 ERP component over anterior cingulate.
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